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Brass Choir Will
Give Concert Sunday
The Murray State College brass
choir, directed by Prof. Paul
Shettin, will give a matinee
concert Sunday, Dec. 14 at 3
Hall of the
p.m. in the
Fine- Arts building.
Prot. Jack Winter is to be
the guest organist. Six comeidtgeeion.s are to be played, including
Sonee.a from "Bla nk elee neer' ed et," (anonymous); "Funeral
March for Queen Mary," Henry
Purcell; Senate No. 19. Gesitifried
Reiche; "Three Equale" Bee-Canzen Sevitini
thovere and
Toni No. 2," Gievenni Gavriellt.
The final number on the program will be "City of Devitt."
whice was cumpused by Prat.
Shahan. This will mark the first
public performance of this work.

Robert Mort
Vice-President
Of Company.
-- -The- epgelnentent- of- Robert E.
Moyer as vice-president, Manufacturing, Gurney Products Limited. Montreal, is announced by
George I. Harris9n, vice-presi-
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Honor Roll
Announced

Murray Hospital

Proposal Of Bulganin Is
Brushed Off By Government

teh

Insurance Advertising.
Cited By Thurman

ion

IKE CONFERS ON EVE OF
DEPARTURE TO PARIS

rued by moderately heavy snow,
pushed into the Nurtheast. overThe coldest weather of the night, dropping temperatures as
below
eeiseleen shined out of the noire much
as 30 degrees
into Dhcie thrhy. weh freezing Wednesday's readings.
Patients admitted from Tuesday,
temeeraeures ins-edit:ye ev er
The heaviest snowfalls occurDec. 10, 11:00 a.m. to Wednesday
seethe-en seetten except parts of red along the southeastern ewe9:30 a.m.
r- 'hie and Texas.
es of the Great Lakes WednesMts. Guy Harpist and baby
Sub - zero readines prevailed day and Wednesday night, and
Also present were Vice ProdWASHINGTOW Itr, —President
, The Honor Hell hras been an- 'boy, Re 1, Benton; Mrs. Ludie
for the second :straight night in parts of the north Atlantic
inouneed at Murray High Scheel /ikon. Chtvert City: Mrs. Elbert Eisenhower met for two hers dent Richard M. Nixon, Gordon
from Minnesisto acree most of seacee.
. 3, and 15 minutes with the Na- Gray. director of the office of
,baby girl.
Outland and'
key Frei Sehulez. principal.
the northern Great Lakes. HowSouthwestern Michigan w a s
: Following are the classes and Murray; Mrs. Leonard Boyd and 'sense Security Council today on defense mobilization; Budget Diever, weel'hermen sold a warm- buried under more than a tout
hely; Mr. the .eve of his departure for the rector Percival Brundage, Adm,
:the perehts wale placed on the baby girl. Rt.
ire; trend today would bring of snow in places. with Paw
ns•r real ter the fire six weeks. William Hobbs. Coll ilk Station, crucial NATO summit talks in Arleigh Burke. chief of navel
shine relief to the Midwesit.
Paw reporting a 16-inch snow
operations_ and acting cheirrnan
Sere Ann Douglass. Gay!e Murray.
Paris.
t; The South felt the full brunt cover_ South Bend. Ind., hod a
of the Juite Chiefs of Stuff;
vetoes. Diane Elkin& Frenkte Patients dismissed fro 711Ttieeday,
House,
which
White
norThe
of the frigid air mass overnight, 7-inch mow accumulation, HartSaundra Evans, Edwina Dec. 10, to %feeders y, Dec. 11. mally declines to give any de- Allen Dulles, heed of the Cenrrw i n
with temperatures in the teens ford, Conn., repented 5. inches,
Henrietta Metzger, Jane
Eirk.
Mrs. Alfred CI-, Puryeer, tails of NSC meetings, staid it tre! Intelligence Agency; Under6?
— State In'FRANKFORT
registered as far "high as north- and Newark, N.J., 3 inches.
Mott, Faye Te
Barbara
Metzger,
wden, 1613 could be eaesumed" that the secretary of' State Christian A.
Mr. Resbert
Term.:
surance Commissioner Cad P.
ern Mebane, and Georg
early
Rains Hit Boston
Ragsdale, Carolyn Wallis, Harold Farmer, Murray; Mrs. -Leonard conferees discussed policy and Herter, George V. Allen. direrthe
ottacked
Wednesday
Thurman
teday.
nearly
measuring
rains,
Heavy
Hurl, Dick Huttem, Dan Parker, Denneway, Rt. 2, 'Murray; Mr. preening for next week's NATO ter of the U.. S. Information
methods tiled en KenSnow In South
one-hall inch at Boston, pepper- advertising
Agency; Foreign Aid Chief James
Den •Roberts, Eddie Wells.
James Lester Farmer, 1106 Main meeting.
Adding to the South's wintry ed southern New England Wed- tucky by a Texas insurance
H. Smith Jr.. Herold E. Stamen,
Junior: Mars, F. Churchill, St., Murray; Miss Carol Anne
declined,
however,
It
te
weather was a light snow cover nesday riht, and weathermen company whA lacks a license
SeY
prestd entla I thee rine mete advise
Rebecca Dublin, Marilee Easter, S' .ne, 115 E. Main. Murray;
witeher Soviet Premier Nikotai
tweet% parts of Georgia. Tennes- teepetted the lain to change to from his department.
ert. Louis Rothschild, represeritSandra Hamrick, Cynthia Je'ton, Mrs. Glenn D. Henderen, Rt.
Thurman said the United
Bulgartin's latest letter to the
see, North Carolina and Ale- enow wirE the approach of the
ing Secre'ary of Comnierce SinJenes. Eileen Rehwed- Hardin: Mrs. Wayne Clark and
M'Art-r3
Security Assurance Co., San AnPresiden figured in the disrus- clair,
edeame. Up to four inches of sinow colder air.
Weeks. anti Civil Defense
der. Melisha Sexl•on
baby girl. 1708 Ryan. Murray; shin.
adeven
not
"does
Tex.,
tonio,
estimate
it
would
Nor
Ili blianketed portions of Virginia
Directer Leo Hoegh.
The Urtited Press counted at vertise under its own name and
Kippered, Mrs. Nathan Roberta and baby
Robert E. Me4er
'S•lhomore. Billy
and the high eaves of the Apwhen the President might reply.
The President, with no official
least 18 deaths blamed on the
Frankie Bean, Donne B u c y, e...1 1611 1e, W. Mein, Murray.
there is no guarantee of its
There was a possibility that this callers scheduled for this afterpalachian Mouresains, to
ng
weather, most of them in traffic ability to 'pay claims under the dent and general manager, Cana- Mary
Erwin, Doralyn
Leslie
sonsole to close and epsing
gesvernmele would 'essue an of- noon. was expected to work at
crashes on icy roade. They in- extravagan t advertising it is at- dian Tappan Stove Ltd. and Farmer. Marion Ferguson, Gail
clangorous driving conditions
ficial brush - off to Bulganin's his desk on additional plans for
vice-president, Gurney Products He /119:',n. Jane
chided 6 in New England, 3 in tempting in Kentucky"
Hubbs, Pty
lathe proposal for East - West
The cold air blast, accompeLimited.
the NATO meeting,
India rai 2 each an Minnesota
K:: pp. Sharon Outland, Sandra
Thurmap paeticularly objected
talks. The letter he's been label..The President, given an "exand Virginia and 1 each in •Illi- to a radio commercial purportedGurney Products Limited is Perks, Judy Ward.
Deparment as
Snit,
the
by
led
cellent" bill of health by his •
Pennsylvania, ly by the "old reliable insurance the manufacturing organization
Alabama,
n ests.
By WILLIAM E. HOWARD
attempt to tomucin the NATO
an
creators folheeing his maid stroke
North Daiwa and Texas.
for Gurney and Tappan ranges, Edwin Jennings, Bill Perdue, United Press Staff Correspondent
company "
:elks.
Nov. 25, will fh to Paris ,ati:
Th,.. post
Forecesiters said a warming
WASHINGTON 'IP
The radio commercial stated marketed by Canadian Tappan Denny Pride, Joyce Hargis,
The list of those attending the Friday, Dulles tele f
r Paris
trend will spread into the Mid- that "it is the great American Stove Ltd.
Lynette Lasater, Joyce Morris, office gave mailman Joe Biggs
NSC meeting v.es nest expanded after the NSC meteing to engage
west today, although more snow company writing family protecMr. Moyer has been a Tappan Mary Wells Overibey, Carol Qu- a chauffeur today.
Officials were taking no for today's session. It included in advance spadework fir 'he
flurries are expeetted in t h e tion for- more than 50 years employee since 1940 and joins entemesus, Joyce Spann, Sally
chances on Biggs going astray t Wee Whi) equally attend the NKr° meeting. which started
Greet Lakes region.
right in your home town..." Gurney Products after having StPrunger, Ann Wrather. •
he gets NSC meetings.amung them eight Monday.
The Northeast Will be hit with The cofrimercial also described, held the position of Assistant
Illh Chide: Kenneth Humph- again. At least until
members whe will be heeding
snov.: flurries, cold air and high Thurman said, that the insurance to the general manager at Tap- reeys. John Hutson. Mary Lou home with a mail truck.
Biggs se tiff Tuesday night see piths today or Friday.
virinds from New England to the offered and its low cost ilk pan's Murray plant. His appoint- Bryanit. Leah
Caldwell. Ann
a n d ment coincides with the produc- Dunn. Mite Ellis, Lusanne Lilly, in the truck to go about a
Beetle the President, those
nerensains of North Caroline.
"amazing," "sensational"
Master Sergeant R B Vaughn.
Office attending included Secretary of
Some early rtiorning lows in- "unbelievable."
tion of a number of new Tappan LaurelhmeWn:ellsS.kilFnarmsB€TInt41,
. dozen blocks from the Poid
Parker.
Cub Master of Pack 45, an- cluded Milwaukee, Wis., 3, ChiRailroad
the Pennsylvania
Sere eihn Foster Dulles, DepThurman said that the United and Gurney range models soon
Ileh Grade: Eddie Lee Groan. to
neunced that final, arrangements ease 4, Detroit, M'ich., 12 Colum- Security Assurance Co is not to be Introduced to the Canadian
freight yards.. He ended just uty Defer-me Secretary Donald
Jelin Pasco, Steven Titsveirde
for the Pack's monthly meeting bus, Ohio, 10, Wheeling, W. Va., Itcensed to transact business in mark,':
outsided New York City.
A. Quarles. Secretary of Tressmmy
*have been made As previously 7, Washington 16, Atlanta, Ga., Kentucky.
How Biggs, a 28-year old •
Rehert B. Anders,ok Advil
T'I.1
Pate
Kimbro.
Zane
Bogard,
Judy
•"w ennouneed the meeting will be
substitute employe who went to Lewes L Strauss. chairman of
"Any Kentucky agent placing
18, Newark, NJ. 23 and New
Seeterd,
Donna
,y
Puniorre
held in the Murray High School
work this week, managed to the Atomic Energy Commission;
business through an unlicensed
York Ciity 23.
Patsy Spann. Cecc'ea Wallace.
auditorium on the evening of
get that far off his route is James R. Kahan, the President's
company will be cited to show
December 20th at 7:00 pm
expected to be the subject of scientific adviser: Robert Cutler,
cause why his license should
Cubs will have en display
some serious questioning When preidential advisee: on national
not be revoked," Thurman said.
ATLANTIC CITY. N.Y. ir —
prejects which they have comhe gets beck.
He added that the president
security affairs; and Brig. Gen
pleted during the month The
There was some thought, how- Andrew F. Goixepaeter. White The AFL-CIO expelled the 1110.of the Texas firm, Leonard Hyatt,
A Christmas party and banquet
program will be under the diever, that what happened to House staff secretary — all of 000 - member Bakery Workers
advised the Better Business BuWoman's
rection of Santa Claus. who
him may have been rooted in whim will attend ;he NATO Union today but held off on
reau at Louisville. "I am a Ken- will be held at the
of
urtion in the
will present the Cubs with
chartering a
By UNITED PRESS
Shirley Joyce Chiles, senior that old postal tradition: "Neither meeting.
tucky Colonel and have a lot Club House for all members
awards they have earned during
The Kennicks. average on bur- of personal friends in Kentucky the Supreme Forest Woodmen piano major tram Mummy, will snow, nor rain, nor hest, nor
bakery industry,
-eofge
*the month. Santa Claus will ley tumbled $1.25 Wednesday to including the attorney general Circle, Thursday evening. De- give a recital Thuniday. Jan. 1 gloom of night stays these courFederation President 0
cember 12 at 6:36
also present each Cub with a a setrain lew average of 362.08 and two of his assistants."
Weeny said the Executive Counat 8:15 pm. in the Recital 14aU iers from the swift completion
gift and will have something and 13 markets reverted kisses
gwung the axes on the bakbuikkng at of their appointed rounds."
The banquet will be $1.00 ef the Fine An
Atty. Gen. Jo M. Ferguson
Biggs' load of mail was desfor each Cubs little brother or (teepee heavier gales of 16.641,- said, "I don't remember any per plate and all members at- Murray State College.
ers, as authorized by the AFLsister who attends this meeting. 906 pounds.
CIO convention, and told him
She will play Sonata No. 10 tined' for New York City — and
Leonard Hyatt, and I have never tending the party are asked to
By UNITED PRESS
Also at the beginning of the
Only three merkeh had aver- been to Texas. Of course, I bring a 50 cent gift for the in B flat major by Shubert; he got It through.
to Use his judgement in grantmeeting. the Cubs will decorate ages topping $63. Pay-metes to might have met him in the Christmas tree.
At lest* 11 persons have died ing a new charter.
Assistant Postmaster Gosdon
"Carnival" by Schuman: and
postman In farce., most el them attributa Christmas tree with decorations growers dropped to $10.350.667. course of business here, but I
The AFL-C10 as denounced
Nanny McCoy,- i s in "images" by Debussy. The letter Bell said the fledgling
Mrs
mail te ed to the cold wave and over- the Senate Rackets Committee
they have made during the
11i was the firth straight day don't recall him "
charge of reservations tqr the is eirmeteed of "Renee; dens was told to take the
yards. heated furnaces.
month This tree will be given of a steady decline in the state
for -lack of fairness" and "polibanquet and may be reached at L'estiu", eH.triertage a Rameau," a mail car at the railroad
to the hospital at the close of average In the burley belt pric, "Here's the New York mail."
Five died at Bardelown, Ky., tical realietion" in its investiand eMeuvernent."
Phone 1048.
sp."
to
the meeting
earls today when fire destroyed gation of labor-management cores lest between $1 and $5 on
Miss Chiles is the daughter of ISa was told. "Reader*
All mernbers of the "Woodmen
Biggs drove 'off -.int o the a building at the Nelson County ruption.
two-third of grades marketed.
circle are urged to attend this Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Chiles, Went gloomy night.
twine far .the aged. •
The federation mode its first
Largest drops were reported
Mein Streee
annual affair.
Nothing more was heard from
Firemen said the victims ap- sweeping reacts on the comBARDSTOWN. Ky. it? —Five
at Maysville where the average
was
him until Wednesday. It
parently suffocated in smoke mittee, heeded by Sen. John
declined $2,14 and Paris which persons were killed when an
bIlYuggtselerpehpoorted—helonwga,diosttiatnceir that
the entire
McClellan, in a resolution adopthad a $2.16 less. Eleven other early morning fire destroyed one
.The fire fighters beetled a water ed unanimously at its convenruman Blamed For Failure Of
markets had avenue, more building of the Nelson County
gas and out of money and was ehortage and 10 degree weather. tion.
informery. a home for the aged,
than $1 lower lien Tuesday.
awaiting orders.
LONDON IP —A "tremendous"
Three etakiren bit rned to
The AFL-CIO occulted the
everted the top aver- Live miles east of here today.
Danville
His location? On the New dea:h Wednesday night in a fire
wave stove in the U. 1. Destroyer
Misting and presumed d cad
of conducting a one363.77 Allele
committee
.st
Kentucky
In
age
Jersey side of the George Wash- thee destroyed then nine in a
Manley's superstructure during a
sided probe by accenting union
the leg Shelbyviele market was were Alice Weaver, about 65,
of
outside
just
Bridge.
ington
fierce storm between the Azure!
remote area near South Shore, wandsIs and failing to ihit as
with an average• of $63.55 Negro. and Mary Ellen Ethridge,
New York City.
e and northern Spain. the Navy second
Ky. Mrs Charles Seawards said deeply into management eerupA Re- *ahead with its plans to reopen
per hundred on 1,123.138 pours& an 82-yeareed deaf mute, both
WASHINGTON 'Tf"
New York
a
sent
°Metals
announced today.
of $1 18 horn of Bardstown, Marion Ellen Wa- publican
t oda y its inquiry Friday into the na- postal truck to rescue the mail. she was weakened by the smell
congressman
One man was killed and sev- sold — a drop
of Smoke and mensieed to shove
ters. about 31, Eltaabethovim, Ky. pointed the finger of blame at lion's missile lag.
Public confidence in ;he comeral were injured. the Navy said. Tuesia y
A driver was dispatched front two a her cinldren - out the deer.
prepmittee was being undermined by
Heavy sales were aka; report- her mother. Ella Waters. about the Truman administration for ,At Cape Canaveral.
Washington for Biggs and -his
The Manley's captain reported
Elizabettmem, and U. S. failure to develop an inter- arations were believed in prigThe blaze was believed caused "anti-labor bias" etnewn by three
sold 2,- 60. ale,
truck.
to naval headquarters here that ed at Lexington which
by an overheated wood stove.
1,132,- Themes Bray, 05. if near here. continental ballistics m issi le_ ress for the third test firing
Republican members, the
"We don't approve_ of.edisthree of the injured men are 782.994 pounds, Maysville
-Eder- convention said.
Three.year ild
Firemen said thvictimis ap- (ICBM) by 1953.
the Atlas ICBM later this patching mail to New York by
of
396 and Horse Cave 1.030,544.
in "critical condition."
week or early next week. The
Meany said Bakers' Prete:it:lent
As prices guttered losses in parentitS, sutkicated in the heavy
said. "But iliggs ous died when an overloaded
All names were withheld until
He said the administration act- first two tests of the big missile truelt," Bell
coel heater sleeted a fire at. the James G. Cross' continued refuhours
the burley belt the amount of black smoke that filled the enseveral
through
it
got
relatives are notified.
The fine alarm ed counter tO advice from Gen- were unsuccessful.
faster thin if it went by rall.'" iihme of his parents in Birming- sed ,to resign gave the council
The storm hit the destroyer Wham, going into pools under tire building.
Army . chief of
Ford told reporters Wednesday
ham. Ala. Four_ brothers .and no device but to. expel the
rose. Some was sounded shortly belore 6 iiral Eisenhower
loan
about 2 a.m. today (9 p.m. e.se government
staff at the time.
that the 'Truman administration
sisters escaped.
;hikers Line ti.
trarkeirs reverted two and three am. .est.
•Wedneeday), the Navy said
a
contract
cancelled
IR1947
Jr.
Rep. Gerald R. Ford'
'in
•Hodges. E. a retired
Firemen battled 10 - degree
The -2,100-ton Manley, based per cent ,if wales ohenneled to
in
Co.,
Convair
the
GOP
member issued to
farmer, burned le. ciesrth Wedweather and a water shurtage Mich.). ranking
FIVE . DAY FORECAST
at Norfolk. Va., was en route geneserg associations.
1946, to build and design
neseclay night when flames deLargest teases carne on lower when they got to the home. on the House defense,appropria- April
to join the Sixth Fleet in the
conCornedr
the
is
lat- a test ICBM. stroyed his frame house near
nondescript clogged by smoke and blaring lions subcommittee, was
by United Preto
and
leaf
Mediterranean. Its next port of quality
eat congressman to jump into tractor for the current Atlas
Russellville, Ill.
Kentucky — Temperatures for
call is Lisbon. Portugal, where with heavy volume lugs and in the pee-drawn sky. Water von
ICBM.
political contro- 5,000-mile
FRANKFORT IP —State Sup- • At Greenville. Tex., one men the five-day period. Thursday
fairly steady. obbairind from a pond 1.000 feet the rocketing
it is expected about 12 noon flying's gentng
Ike Testified in 1946:4? ,
versy over whether Republicans
erintendent if Public Instrutetion died and four persons were in- through Monday. will average
,a.m. e.s.t. Friday.)
(7
Some better leeekets soid fur $68 from the blazing .building.
Ford said Eisenhower testified Dr. Hebert R. Martin said Wed- jured' or.e
Damage to the two-story mein or Democrats were at fault for
in a fire 2 to 4 degrees below the state
to $69 with a vractinal top of
before the House defense approbuilding, was eetemated at $30,- the nation's missile lag.
nesday that faith in Americas started when a .gas .snain ex- normal of 47 degrees. Warmer
$67.
Ford said the country -could priations subcommittee in June.
Overall quality of offerings 000. A lauity terrace was be- have :had an operational ICBM 1946. and February. 1947, urging educational system should not ploded Wednesday night in the Friday and Sattirday turning
if lieved the clause of the fire. four years ago if the Truman more exploration in the field be abandoned Devotee of Res- Beckhatm Hotel.' One of the in- colder, abseil MondaY. Precipitawas lower as the arneure
Three inmates'in the main
tow's recent soientific
jured was blown from a third tion will average .1 tte 3
poorer grades increased.
regime hadn't decided to cancel of guided missiles, electronics
cot 111widn't
suce.Mrtin of three story window.
told a meeting
as showeds;
Sales of Green River - 36 at building were saved by Park- work on a test ICBM from 1947 and supertonic:aircraft.
ecommittees appointed by t h e
Fire destroyed three buildings
Henderson, Madisonville a n d land Hibbs, whes-openites the to 1951.
Ford said . Convair officials,
stete Board of Education to situ- in downtown -Marshall, Mo., but
B y UNITIED PAM
Owensboro brought an average institution with has wife. They
• with whom he has talked. believe
Jackson Blames Ike
various phases of Kentucky's no casualties were reported.
were identified as George Fields,
of $35.33 .in 757,816 pounde.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson - ID- this ceuntry would have had ps'
In Chicago, a setircti was; unThe Frianklin market aold Sam Nevitt and Marion Smith. Wash) said earlier this week an operational ICBM by 1953 wheel system that "nothing has
Southwest Kentucky — Fair
history that derway for a firebug who hathat Eisenhower failed to recom- if the original program had been happened in our
and warmer today and tonight. 403.510 pounce , if One SuckerJilt Sparks Action
mend a ballistic missile program "pushed instead of cancelled for has such an impact on t h e touched off 38 fires in the lase
High today 32 Low tonight 22 35 ter an average ef $36.66.
WHAT is the Frost nf the
Kipigs and where is it celewhile serving as chief of staff a three and oneelealt year Amencran people as the ktuitch- week. Authorities said the pyre,Friday partly cloudy and warmtr
Sputniks."
the
—
of
tie',,
ing
in
-Dominic
activt
DETROIT
been
has
ine neac
NOTICE
and later as military adviser period."
er.
brated
He .taid that many critics
Clirb.rtv, 37. landed in jail be- te the Truman administration.
".e.iuth side districts.
"This break in continuity In
s,hortconeings
the
deploring
now
cause
tag
he's
one to take a He said this was one of the the funding of our research
j:11M
;
Bre Bruce Freeman will preach
• Some 5110 a ne temperature
NOTICE .
liepkinsville 10, ,Covington 8, Sunday at the Pleasant Valley broken romance lightly, Poach reasons the United States had and development work on the of the ration's education sygteen
•
\
'
Surplus fond will be distpbutBowling Clreea 6, PeduCah II, Church of Christ at 11:00 o'clock. said he cut he ignition wires on fallen behind the Russians in ICBM by the Truman admini- and urging we embark on "Crash
14.4
her Means of ed on Friday at. 8130 at Tubers
stration resulted in U.S. failure engrains" and
Lexiniton 4, Louisville 6 and Bible study will be held at his former girl friend's car and the missile field.
V
then poured sand into the gas
10.00 "'reek
Meanwhile, the Senate pre- to have long-range missiles ahead I cheeterig up with the Rufbients in Upholstery Shop accerding to
London zero.
Mrs. Cecil Farris.
l'he entitle is invited to attend tank.
paredness subcommittee went of the Soviet Union," Ford said. rocket development.
Evansville. Ind., 11.
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Postoffice Gives Mailman Chauffeur

one and all!

Pack 45 Will
*Hold Meeting
December 20
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Woodmen Circle To
Hold Party Tonight

Burley Hits
Season Low

AFI -Cf0 Kicks
Out Baliery
Workers Union

Shirley Chiles To
Present Recital

Cold Wave Causes
Deaths In Fires

Five Die In Early
Morning Blaze

Wave Damages
American Destroyer

tilted

T
U.S. To Develop ICBM Missile

Should Have Faith
In Schools, Martin
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THE LEDGER & TIMES -- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES
•••....LISHED BY LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING ('OMPANY.
Iseonsolidauon of the Murray Leuger, The Calloway Ties, and
The
Imes-Herald, October 30. UM and the West Kentuoluan. January
11(046
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•
'
I cli°14
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• reeerve Use right to reject any A.nverusing. Letters
Voice items writer in our opinion are not
ow readers.

to the Editor
tur the best

SATIONA.L
REPRE4EN1ATI v ES. WALLACE WITW
00,
idenroe. Memphis. Tenn., 350 Park Ave.. New 7aHt; ROT N. EL44ga
*ire,
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at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky. for
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BEER UP, LIQUOR DOWN
Hay-fever
'victims can take Stanton, MC. Fir overnight viaHAWLIVORD, Conn. - IP - refuge as king as thoy like in :ta.. they are reques•ted 1:: bring
The
Ccnnecticut
t_tlng,eqtAtett.
Yankee
has po%n
f r•-e
r Ca v orns
1.t1
lb. riled, from
hit
sittit
41
o
r i guar to
• -.

'otantiont'ids to beer. lib, Janes
of the
eat:k
n Inter airport Lorene excise! Ehtits?cm
.
'A Jump
con Aeitnigl now of 310,0Q0 0a#ess of t
adopt rS or
State
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10% DISCOUNT 'on' all GIFTW'ARE
Now Thru December 24th,

The
'Breds

The Hitching Post
On Aurora Road near Ky. Lake State Park

traimaAJW0111 a.

silEMICIIIMIOte RATS& By Carrier in Murray, per me- sa 20e, pea
1111111&11i Oh b CaLoway and •4301111D4 csountias, pee year $6.30: awe
Am*. Mt
•
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DON'T GROW ON TREES!

Timis Fail

Employees of the Murray Manufacturing Company
voted yesterday 180-47 10 accept the International -Molders and Foundry Workers Union of North America, A.F.
of L. as their bargaining agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Buckingham have returned from
a trip to Murphy. N.C., and visited Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Williams in Chattanooga on their way home.
Wedding plans have been completed for the marriage ,
of Miss Helen McCarley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas _Carl McCariey of Murray, Kentucky. to Mr.
William 'Young Thompson, son of Dr. and Mrs. Henry
-Howard Thompson of Atlanta. Ga.
•
Mr.'and Mrs. Harold Brandon and baby 6f California
left Sunday for their home after a few weeks visit with
Harold's parents, 'Mr.- and Mrs. Toy Brandan and other
_
•
nelatives.
.
•
A chorus of more than 250 voices will present Murray High School's annual Christmas program at the
High School Auditorium Tuesday. December 16. at 7:30
p.m., under the direction of Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts.

SUPER RIGHT

Pork Loin Roast

SELF-11ALANCING LOCOMOTIVE- A

new self-balancing locomotive, called the "Perpendicular," pulls into a Parts station. New
type undercarriage enables the train to take curves at 100 mph.
(International)
It will be in service soon.

-
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Junior college in
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that he has 220 pounds di
ed over a 6-6 frame.
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played
and he must make many
dyments to play the taste'
Jere is working
forward and center.
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For BARGAINS and EASY TERMS

(dery • •

at
SATHLIGHT HUMOR - The Soviet Red army newspaper "Red
Star" came out with this cartoon on the American. satellite firir.g failure at Cape Canaveral. Fla. It shows an explosion fragment marked "Made In CS A." and a general and a banker
(interrnational Soundphora)
shrinking away from the blast.

LAMPKINS MOTOR SALES
Here Is Abat You Will Find 1r Easy Terms:

Finance at your

local bank at 6rc

f"'"1

eieNision
In
Review

interest.
* Insure

with

your

insurance

corn-

4.

5

* Plus the cars that have been checked over and put in condition to give
you the best

BUICK CENTURY. four-door. Dynaflow, and
all the extras.

1955

CHEVROLET V-s.
with all the

two tone

color and read) to go.

1955 CHEVROLET

2-dr. 6-cylinder, dark green and
ivory. Sharp as they come.
Commander.

hardtop,

V-S.

automatic drive.

1955 FORD

1-door Eairlane ,V-S with automatic
transmission. Sharp:
,
•
1954 CHEVROLETS. 4 to choose. 2-door Belaires,
1 .-•0 series,

1954 FORD, 2-door. 6-cylinder. R&H. Seat covers.
1953 CHEVROLETS, two; Powerglide; two-tones
and suiid colors.
1952

FORD, 2-door, radio
•

and heater; seat covers;
,,wner and low mileage.

1941 CHEVROLET PICKUPS, 2, worth the money.
We Will Trade For Anything - Anywhere --Any Place - At The Same Time!

e NI ILL NOT Be Lidersold
Lampkins Motor Sales
JLNIOR LAMPKINS

DEWEY-:ItABLNUMS

L C. McKENNY
3rd and Maple Streets

1

show - t0.
jug% pu'

night': -Stud° one.- ion

that new look 7

- in

1955 PLYMOUTH, 6-cylitiatf. -PO-Werf1ite.

1955 STUDEBAKER,

Monday

2-door. Kentucky license.

trimmings.

when they move the
Hollywood. They can
A on film to be sure.

YORK
NEW
- 'St udio when he stuffed - his second to
mote
One- wti
the West scou.'s perfume.
Coast in January in a bid 40' "Person
Person" lam.. .
juice its ratings by pursuing a
me Power
and nib afar.star policy.
nattan Gat for its Dec. 21.
•

of service.

1954

.

The channel swim:
Part of the reason for Arthur'
Godfrey's success certainly mist
be chalked up to his by-play
with the ladies that drop into
,his shoves. Monday night
;•Tsilent Scouts." Godfrey flirted'
By WILLIAM EWALD"
with his first pretty, talent scout
un:teci Press Staff Correspendent.and :v.-itched his face south..

pany.
* 45 days until your first payment is
due.
.•

• •

•

one of its farewell efforts t the ABC-TV "Frank Sinati
at of Manhattan. presented the rishow" means bee programs I..
first section 0
-1- a tiso-part AfT1101113indh Shore and Sammy

Haliey hospital d r a ma. "Ro l m January.
Deadly Menictrie." It was an
Rooert Ryan as a f:ne act;•r.
4&Lit eastern.
ill's a 'shame to see him wasted'',
Hailey's drama deals with an in triple like Monday
,
ancient theme - -the clash be- "Goodyear Theatre" on NBC-• V.
-.veen .1d arid new. Specihcally. •
Kichasci ' Wall. Use research '
traces the conflict between chemist who's bagged i21:00t) on
an elderly pathologist (played NBC-TV's "Twenty One." looks
uy Lee Cobb) and ru• new young like a young Dennis O'Keefe
assistant (William Snatner
, Art Bakeis
You Asked For It"
Cobb, one of our mere in- I will visit Liberace's home on
elligent actors. settled down into Dec. 22 to look at his
44.10 tniniascintillating performance. - <milli 'ture pianos.
slightly marred by an opening
Steve Dunne landed the eme•
scene that saw . illni crank and role in • the NBC-TV nighttin.•
crothet around like Lionel Bar- version
oil -Truth Or Conse-

4

rirmore playing Dr. Gillespie. quenees" which uncorks on DeParticuiarly fine. I thought, was Ili. Mike Wallace will grill I., r.
the acting of Betty Sinclair who Nile Rods. the 11-year old Snarlessayed the sole of a woman e.sai (wizard who won S164.000.
doctor. Satner's performance was on flit ABC-TV show Dec. 21
droperly cold. but impaired a bit
ABC-TV's - "Maverick" aga
Oy slime of those annoying man- out -trendexed (221) CBS-TV
that
so
nerikins
many young Ed Sullit an 116.3i and NBC•iii.rs *trim to atlect nowadays. TV',, Steve Allen (20.1) in their
There were. 41 might lilt men- cOmpctinit half hour Sunday.
med.
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Oranges
Apples
Tangerines

-

Wintsap
Florida
176 Size

8 'Z.494 Apples
4 Lb494 Xmas Trees
294 Brazil Nuts
A & P CALIFORNIA
CLING HALVES

Peaches

1$2110"a

Beverages
Preserves(')
Pineapple Juice
Tomato Juice
GrapefruifJuice
Grape Juice

4290

Large 119c

Green

(White

1.99)

in the

1-Lb.

Shell

Cello Bag

•••• 3
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Cans tliP

B

Ana Page Pure2 Lb.
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Mar garine

character nam- d "Dr. David Colemn" as "Dr.
:)avid Graham
Well, that can be all changed

B1LBREY'S

11 29

85`

29-0Z.
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Henson

29-02.09e

it, Sots. IL

(Plus Bot Dep.)

3-Lb. Can

I baby.' Metzler referring ti•
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will
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Pear Halves aIortn,:t, 3
55, Fruit
Cocktail
3
Sauer Kraut
3 41
5..
Aipg
Corn
a
2
494 Tomato Ketchup p... 2 394 • •%
100% Filled Candy= Bag 354
7
Hard Mix Candy pi.R.r::::.1Z254
THIS YEAR GIVE FOOD French Creams More .0.,
L.9
%
5
395 dexo Shorteningve.etab,.379'
Fruit Cake
Domino SugarC:',"e=ers2 290 I
WISCONSIN CHEDDAR
Cheese Box
)1- 2"
Longhorn Cheese
(MILD)
49c
Chocolates
199
LB.
Canned Ham
4 349 Midget Cheddarsr:13
Romano Cheese
Crisco
ICED AND SPICED
37c
Spanish Bar Cake
Churngold
31c
(Reg. 39c)
91
Each
la%
Blue Ribbon
10c Blackberry Pie
I
Northern
4 37( Coffee Cake
Hipolite Marshmallow Creme
7.5c
Blue Dot Duz
79c Tidy Home Sandwich Bags .71 25c
Marshmallow Fluff °J.,71
2.3c
Ccnict Clcr
39c Kitchen Charm Wax Paner 105 Pt. ?lc
2 21.
.Camay Sa7,0
L„
C°
33c
SI 24-0z.
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Park

Jere Huss
Jere Huss: 6-6; Forward-Center; Junior; Chillicothe, Missouri.
Jere is a transfer from Highlands
Junior college in Kan.sas. He
alt' working for a major in
chemistry. Jere gives some badly
needed height to the squad in
that he has 220 pounds distributed over a 6-6 frame, and he
has been .wurking hard in an
effor 40 learn Murray's system
of play. Through his high school
and junior college career he
played conservative basketball,
and he must make many adjust&ments to play the faster game.
"Presently Jere is working at both
forward and center.
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Western Half Of Professional Rocky Guest Speakes Even though he is under six feet
Football League Is Deadlocked

pommipm•m•minim•

•

•
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Larry Henson
Larry Henson: 6-5; forward;
jonior; Flora. Illinois. Larry's
height could be a tremendous
asset to the squad which has
an extreme lack of such at
%forward. He was impressive in
last year's spring game, and
should he improve this fall, he
will add much to the team.
He's only had a couple weeks
practice and most of this was
spent on fundamentals, so the
coaches have no idea what contributions he will make. His best
shots are a jump shot outside
and a twistIng op inside. His
speed is average for a big boy.

• By HARRY WISMER
Written for the United Press .
NEW YORK RP -The Western half of the National Football
League is providing the professionals with the most exciting
finish in many a year. Three
teams dkaadlocked going into the
final week of the regular season
provide the football world with
action gakme, and help keep
Otiose turrisitiko rolling at a Merry clip.
The 49'ers, Colts and Lions
all have to kniaak off the 0PPosition to stay in first place,
unless all three are defeated,
and that isn't at all likely: San
Francisco, on paper has the beat
chance of trimming the opposition, the Green Bay Packers;
the 1.40/1$ face the formidable
Chicago Bears in Wrigley Field,
and Baltimore has to take on
the high scoring Rams at Los
Angeles. both rugged. But, we
think they'll all make it and go
into that three play off for the
right to Once the Cleveland
ns in the the m pionsh p
game.
Giants Met Defeat

STOCKTON, Calif. aP -Rocky
IMasciano, the ex -heavyweight
champion of the world, will
be the guest speaker Jan. 11
at a banquet sponsored by the
we predicted the rhree cornered Stockton Jesters Club. A crowd
tie, selecting both the Lions arid of aboua 1,000 is expected to
49'ers to win. We missed the attend the annual dinner.
Steeler win over the Giants.
The intercollegiate season has
come and gune, with the exception of the jara season affairs.
NEWARK, N. J. aft - The
Ohio Scale, Nutre Dame and Metropolitan Intercollegiate BasAuburn were the three .elevens ketball Association has set Marto surprise the nation. They ch 13-15-18-20-22 as the dates
more than lived up to expecta- for the 1958 National Invitation
tions.
Basketball Tournament at Madi
son Square Garden.

NIT Dates Set

WINS HEISMAN TROPHY
NEW YORK
- Jay Berwanger of Chicago,, wag the
winner of the first annual Heismast Trophy, awarded by the
Downtown Athletic Club of New
York in 1935

The New York Giants a r e
probably football's moat muchfled bunch of players toy. If
they hadn't fallen from grace in
tht - mud at Pit!toborgh, they'd
still have a chance for the Eastern honors. Detroit SCA that up
by beating the Browns Sunday.
New York now joins the Bears
as the two ..real disappointments
of the pm season.
The Lions are fortunate that
they havetwo finequarterbacks.
They suffered a serious loss
oht•n Bobby Layne broke hiS
ankle Sunday, but Tobin Rote
can ba counted upon to do a
g,,,,c1 job against the Bears.
No matter what happens nett
week the pros 'have had a tremendously auccessfu I season at
the gale.
Has Great Season
The RS.11/6 will play to more
than a millam people fur 18
games at home and away, inchat ng exhibitions. That's as
mrany as most baseball clubs
attract in a home schedule of 77
games The Lions played to sax
sellouts, and the 49'ers w t 1 1
match Ism figure next week.
The Oaks have had five sellouts in six games arid set a new
record for Baltimore.
In -masking our pmfessional-i
select ains for this past weekend

SKYSCRAPERS
CHAPEL HILL,, N. C. VI Ten of the 15 players listed
on noional champion North
Carolina's basketball roster stand
at leaat 6 feet, 4 inches and
only two are under 6 feet.

MM

lem

yess Nanassa leg

1153an

loway boys. Billy Rogers, one
of She best all-'around players
to be found in the region, ranks
second with a 21.5 achievement.
Bally, capable if playing any
position, is the baclebone of the
Murray Training Senora squad
and can be relied upon for a
sterling performance.
Driving Danny Duncan from
Hazel High School is positioned
In the nuniber three 'slot with
a dose 21.1 average. Danny, wha
is handicapped by a limisabon of
movement of his right arm, is
a hard driving little guard with
uncanny ability and a hard cure
of determination. He was chosen
the "Game Guy of 1957". An
award
presented- annually
to
Rodney Waraen
ssme handicap player in Kentucky by the Flying Dutchman.
District Leader
The next five births on the
Rodney Warren, a 511 senior list are occupied by our neighguard from Lynn Grove High bors to the north, the Maratrall
School, is the leader over all
oagers in the fourth district by
a big margin after several weeks
of round ball play.
is composed of
ten
hiapa
and
totisols. The two counties represented are Marshall and Calloway. A larger maiority of the
rohovls nestle in Calloway but
Marshall possesses
e higher
Per centiage of strong powers.
Their three schools. all relatively
recent
consoladations, are
cu -cling the basketball realm
mug in the celestial orbit uf
the unbeaten.
Leaving a
w•isai of smoke
dritaing from a trail of scorched
netting. befuddled opponents and
surprised spectators, quiet Rodney Warren has moved from
hardwood to hardwood posting
a' 37 8 x Ina-per-game average.
Young Warren, a senior from
last
year's
oourity
champion
team, fires a beautifully timed
oneshand jump shot that rarely,
rarely misses. An agressive. fastmoving guard.. he drives hard
and fires quickly with accuracy
bordering on the phenomenal.
Rod's top effort for a single
contest so far this season is 55
pia rats
Pirsst, second and third places
in the individual atandIngs of
the top twenty - five district
players are enthroned with CalDistrict

High School

four

COUITtleS

CURVE OCT HIM-New York 'nuke's pitcher Don Larsen and
bride, the former Corrine Broem. cut. their waddles oak* la Ben.
son, Minn., her home town.
international Bousdpketo)
•41
,

SAsetenenmmaNM

Rodney Warren Of Lynn Grove Is
Cage Leader in The 4th. District

313131.Flina

WS/53

Itc;

almaOa

Mnillta"SW 311/5"
31
3116)Wili1
"
11531
"
"
* 162141
"
11 311.4

Imausnassimi

Cage
Schedule
friday
Fancy Farm at Lynn Grove
Kirksey at Fulgham
Trigg Co. at Murray Hi
•
Buchanan at Concord
MTS at Almo
North Marshall at Heath
South Marshall at Benton

Atomic Schedule
Next Monday's Schedule
Murray Knights vs. Feast Construction at Sharpe
Hugg The Druggist vs. Possum
Trot at Sharpe.
Hardin at Benton Merchants,
Lyon County Merchants vs. Mayfield at Milburn
Cunningham vs. Prinieton a t
FredOnia.

Via Ma100

1,
2

mitlea

LairebeLa.bee for the BUSINESS

Couroians. Although South Marshall has made a surprise start
and lassos the district's best win
skein, eight straight, North Maratriall and Benson are regarded
as a toss up for the supreme
power. The North has five men
on the list, Benton (our and The
Social only two.
Top 25 In District 4
Player
School
Av.
I. Warren
L. Grove
37.8
2. Rogers
Murray Try.
21.5
3. Duncan
21.1
Hazel
4. Garrunel
Beni:sin
21.0
5. Matthis
S. Marshall
18.0
6. Ricks
N. MarShiall
17.0
7. Gold
Berasun
16.0
8. Powell
N. Marshall
15.7
Almo
15.5
9. Lamb
10. Dailey
Benton
14.8
11. Reeder
Kirksey
14.6
12. Willioughby*
Concord
14.5
13. Doyle
N. Marshall
14.5

14. lompley
N. Marshal/
14.0
15. IlLoSani, G. Concord
13.9
16. Shoo*
Murray Trg.
1
17. Green
S. Marshall
lel
18. Peek
Benton
13.0
19. Rust
Murray Hi.
12.5
20. Raberts, D. Murray HO 12.5
21. Pugh
Murray Hi.
12.0
Hall
N. Marshall
11.7
23. Hendon, G.
11.0
Concord
24. Love:rt.
Alin()
11.0
25. Curd
Hazel
10.9
*Signifies that
player was
givep a higher standing than a
aontender with the same average because of his having engaged in more games.
All standings were based. on
statatics compiled previous to
Tuesday night games and L & T
records.

22.

•

A6hT
Results

College Basketball
Results
UNITED PRESS
East
Army 84 LeHigh 51
St. Francis .91 St. Joseph's 86
Cornell 71 Colgate 56
West Virginia 84 Tenn. St. 50
Harvard 89 Wesleyan 41
Georgetown 73 Mt. St. Mary's 69
Connecticut 73 Rutgers 63
Syracuse 55 Columbia -50
Boston College 95 Northeastern 82
Albright 75 Setae Hall 68
Boston U. 67 Massachusetts 46
'
Navy 61 Delaware 50
LaSalle (Pa.) 82 Lafayette 74
Pennsylvania 90 Swarthmore 53
Holy Cross 55 Amherst 52
South
Davidson 47 Catawba 45
N. Carolina St. 86 S. Carolina 73
Miami (Fla.) 73 Louisiana St. 65
Wofford MO Coll of Charleston 54
Kentucky St. 86 Berea Coll. 61
Midwest
Wake Forest 68 Texas A&M 46
Michigan 95 S. Daktita St. 55
Miami (Ohio) 63 Dayton 59
Illinois 91 Butler 75
Washington (Moo U 61
Arizona 52
Emporia St. 74 North Dakota 55
Southwest
Texas Tech 95 West Texas St. 73
West
Denver U. 72 Colorado Mines 5
By

VAFI,Z71MSIONS MO

for that

•

by United Press
TAMPA, Fla. - Yvon Durelle,
174, Baie St. Anne, N. B., outpointed Jerry Luedee, 172, New,..
Hioen, Conn. (10).
ILLINI

MEET

IRISH

CHICAGO ala - Illinois will
meet Notre Dame and Marquette
will oppose Loyola of Chicago
on Jan. 25 in the first of
four basketball doubleheaders at
Chicago Stadtum this season.
Notre Dame will also appear.
on two of other three cards.
PHILLEY

BECOMES

PHILOS,

PHILADELPHIA tt - Dave
Philley, veteran outfielder-first
baseman who has seen service
with five major league clubs,
was acquired today by the Philadelphia Phillies from !he Detroit
Tigers General Manager Roy
Harney said he would be used
principally as a pinch-hitter.
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or the PROFESSIONAL IMAM

Look!

A business accessory that can add so
much to your professional appearance!
Bosca's Briefbag and Briefcase, both
carefully fashioned of the finest leathers
•
for years of sturdy wear.
s

a

18.50
55°

a
Santa puts his stamp of approval on every
one of our Yuletide gifts ... and no wonder! They're all sure to bring joy on
Christmas morning ... and they're all unbeatable values. Select now.
* Gifts for Mom's Desk
* Gifts! for Dad
• * Gifts for The Children
To Help Then0Vith Their School Work
•

* Gifts for the Office or Den
Capaciously crafted for heavy-duty
carrying. Hand-formed leather
handle, top-quality multiple-position
lock, no-sag frame support. Smooth
deep huff cowhide, smooth top grain
cowhide in ginger and suntan,
tan coach hide, or tan real harness,.

4.0

?5c
25c
23c
21 c

Bitietubte"

14

Perfect for the
business executive!
Four roomy pockets,
identification window,
card pocket and
two all-leather
disappearing handles.
Smooth deep buff
cowhide or smooth
top grain cowhide
in suntan, ginger
or chestnut.

1O
'
4t

••

$19.95

g

1M MI);MIIIMS AM MA NM AM ILA visa

MSenen en va mitram IN3lest

• WORLD GLOBES
• BALL POINT PENS

MS

mignassitiona vaslas1161nit

• SCHOOL SUPPLIES

MM 310“

l:9;OMPM MSenen

• PEN SETS

• TYPEWRITERS (portable and up-right)

• FILING CABINETS

• PERSONALIZED STATIONERY

(All Sizes)

AND CALLING CARDS

• PENCIL TRIMMERS (personal and will type

• DESK LAMPS

OFFICE SUPPLY °DEPT.

Boleca
COWHIDE SCHOOLBINDER
Give yourself the pleasure of a fine
leather binder for those important notes!
Bosca's smooth deep buff cowhide
Schoolbinder gives you that 'head of the
class' look, stands up beautifully for
years. Two leather pockets (one with
zipper!) for extra papers, heavy-duty
Sipper closure, hand-turned edges.
Two or three-ring style in blue, red,
C.

tan or ginger.

$5.95 up

of the DAILY LEDGER & TIMES

•

GREENE 0. WILSON, Mgr.
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Pon't Cut Grass
Too Close Or Often

WOMEN'S PAGE
Lochie Landolt, Editor

Locals

Weddings

Activities

Club News

Telephone 1685
.smaimemmonleimeemp•monerinimoolponlin.
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Of Five
l'ins Dream _House

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Junior Woodmen
Circle Plan Party
-For 1)ec. 14

Dent be
FARGO. N. D.
too anxious to get behind a lawnmower. advises a North Dakota
horticulturist. You may ruin the
appearance of the grass.
This may have been what harried husbands have been insisting
all along, but Don boas, horncluturia for the North Dakota
Agricultural College, has provided a scientific explanation.
A lawn's beauty in the color

GRA1-eatIORD. Pa. - rtit efter working for 10 years
The W.x•rtmen Circle ANION
evening.
the
in
6:30
at
party
Thursday, December 12
cuading their own house-and
will have their annual Chris/NM
• ilia •
lever being able to get anyelarig
The Darras Sunday School
party Sa:urday aftern.x.n. Dehave
will
Jaycees
The Murray
really dune" - a remit couple Climb of the Fast Baptist Church
cember 14 at two o'clock. The
lere has suhed the prelalern by will meet, for its Chrisunas din- a Canrestrnas dar.ce al the Ameri- pary will be held at the W.OW.
Flail at 9 p.m. All
-•aafferiiii-fir a $30,000 -lianae
ner 41- 8'30 pm. In 'the bliaerreenf 'cen Legion
Hull and all members, regi.rdurged to attend and
So far. gli Mre arse • Mrs. -Int: at the Woman's Club Hauee." Jae-ceee are
it whether, they amend
her Datums leave. 46.411e „model 'There will be a fifty eerie gen may tiring keies:s.
regularly or not, are ineated to
.• e
IV
and
III
Groups
kit the house will be built for excnange.
Eiti:Cild. Each 'pertion may bring
Sunday. December • 15
hem and Their three chrildrete- with airs. Charles Caldwell and
guest.
Church
Christian
Fire'.
-The
in
artlatam 11.• Robert 6,,and David M. G. W. !buena will be
Every gin aeberviirig a asked
Christ.annual
It's
presen:
sdU
as soon as they pick out a charge.
to bring a gilt, value ranging
• •• •
mus• pagent in the ehureti base- irum 35-50t to be exchanged at
ate.
evening.
the
in
730
a:
Mrs Dahrn.e won the hose by
The Supreme Forest Woodmen ment
the Christmas tree.
*tang the makers of Sweetheert Carle wee have their banquet- Vie:ices are ..nev.ed to attend.
A aPecial "Holickcy Table" will
Tuesday. December 17
roe) in- 25 141.11-i-S wbv
ele Chneuni.ae party at 6he Wyman's%
be featured exhabeeng anteles
The Eva Wall Circle of the
eanted a new home. The Dahms Club House at 6:30 in the evenand decorations that nave been
also veen furniture. kitchen ap- mg., The banaueit will be $1 hierreorial - Etatheet Church will made or arranged by the girth.
home
the
at
o'clock
two
at
Mee*
atpatehn
each
and
part
aliancee. a 1957 seateen wagon, per
Pr.zes will be awarded at . the
Mrs. Crawford Ray, Sycaend name)- to pay for feed. tending .s asked to bring a 50e of
Ci.tie of the evening.
more
Street.
called
be
may
Members or gueets are asked
elething. inevrance and utilities girt. Reatta'ata00115
•
•
•
•
telbaleCury,
in to Mrs. Nanny
to bring anything they have
for a year.
16
Monday December
or
made. designed, arranged
The Ekituris have been buiaang phone 1u48. •• • •
The Gladys 11cEaradi Dueness
two make pertaining to
their preserr harne since 1946.
helped
Wurnena Circle will meet for a
Thee. -cad all the work themThe Magazine Club will meet dinner and program in the Pra- the holiday seras..n. W.eicmanselva• except for plaster.ng 'and for its airzerrais party at the
include
may
ship
Christmas
vette diming recent of the Ken-dee:rice y.
home of Mrs. 0. C. Wells at 2:30 tacky. Gakinel-Dairy Ann at 6:30 ecenee, snaw scenes. decerettens
About a year after :hey startof ,any awe party favors. place
. the afternaen. All members pm.
ed work on the building, tire are urged to attend.
greeting cards. gibes or
•• ••
•••
bruke out and they had to start
noveittesi.
Waters Circle of the
The
Al.ce
all over again.
Another ftsature if the evenThe Sateen Ind Chatter Cub Frst Ilt Th.x.i.sit Church w 1 1 ing will be the pr -grant, Girls
"We never seemed le be able
to get anything really done." will have it. Cbristinas party at hat e tnc:r Christmas party at wishing to panacipete should
of the camera
7:30 in the evening at the home the sedal hall
Mrs. Dahrra said.
get in teeth with Mies Sandra
••••
Mrs. August Wilson.
Mrs Darans s.taid that the and
Smith. Program chairman. Com•
Murray
•
Manufacturing
•
•
The
her nue-Ulna will pr-ebably haVe
mittees on entertainment. retheir nee
The Facukty Club of the Mur- Wive Club will meet at the freetuncres, invitaer me. decorabuil
herrie
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Street
at
Main
hose.
guest
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They've already
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est
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the
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main art the regular meeting.
• • • ••
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. ••••
pos, .cet course, but a doesn't
planning and preparauens are
The Cherry Corner .. Darcas
Tuesday. December 17 „
qintet come up to the iname of Class will meet at the church
the Junior superwieurs. Mrs. B.
The Lydian Class of the First Wall . Melugin, Mrs. Guldia Curd,
thee evesent %eine, "The Danin- at etc en in the evenirig for, a
Haptiet Church. will meet in the and Miss Shirley Kilgore.
tate"
tput luck supper.
Me'. B. C. Harris. at
• • • 4,
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•
• • ••
dinner parry
eix o'clock. for
The Willing Workers Caces of
V are in cirarx ,
M
r pe !end
Go
T1111 Baptist Church
,
the MOTTI
with Mrs Mac Themes Tarry
Mrs.
of
tome
Will mete at the
and Mrs. • Noble Farr.s leaders.
Leo Hele. Orchard Heights, for
Grate will be exchaneed.
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Mrs. Noel Whitten was hatess
....•
Ralph Woods Halle Murray
t.. Circle 1 of the WMU. Fire
Women's
FelThe
Christian
&...ate College. will hold
its
of
Th._ Ann Haehen
Baptise Church, Tueeatay afterChrism:a apen /rouse. Sunday the al..^1-'r.al Etat • l'"-- Church icia-seep . •ot the First Christian
near', December•10, at 2:99.
afterneen. December 15, between wel :tie...". wi.n Mrs. C. J. Brad- Church will meet at the church
Mrs. J. H. Thurman opened
at 2:30 p.m. for the Christmas
the haws of 3:30 and 530.
ley at six o'clock in the evening
meeting wit), grayer. Mrs.
The girls' dormitory wit be for the annual Chnstmas party. pre ,ran-i.
• •••
Upehunah. program
George
•.• •
dem:weed throughout for
h e
of thairman. preserved the subject
Murray
The
Assembly
Christmas season. Refreshments
13
Friday. December ..
Rambew e a Girls will meet at Our the afternoon's study, "Letwill be served from a festive'
Carcies I. II. and ill ef the
seven ters Fri an Missierearys." Taking
at
Hall
M...A n.lc
the
..
wses if the nrit. meth ,dist
table of silver and red.
pert in the program were Mr;.
.3.1184 Wien Tate. Dear. of Church will meet in the, church "''cs '''''k •
•. • •
Meaden Mrs. Jack . Kennedy.
Warnen. elided that the reti- Wag hall at 2t3 in the afterand Mrs. Thurman. Mrs. Ragon
Wadresday. December 111.
cence reul weuica oe shown id 12U022.
-RIC St J ewes Epeetenal Wo- McDaniel eased the program
any pereere interested in seeing
• • ••
ikers men's Auxiliary will meet at with
c eater ti,,rnem,
..
c...
k.
The
the !
praye.s Meic
prescient
Mrepre
Homed for ant afternoon wall Club w.1.1 rr.e..-t at se•en ,:clock the home of Mrs. Walter Mccircle, presidei at the short I
at coe
e
Cord. Wed/awn.
be the girls of Woods }kite
in the tame of Mrs. Cke.eel
• ••
buena= meeting, Refreshments I
••
•
DarselL
The Alwr Sedeity of St. Lee's Ware served at the dose 'if the
•• S 0
Oattailec Church will have its Medan( to '.he .even members
h C:reles I. II. and III et the
i
Chneneas party at 6:30 pat. I pew*.
WSOS of F.re:. ater.odtst Church.
Sy Lamas areas
.- .•
rift-lhe AmerscanalielW-Iii1Lat 230 is
•.
e.i.e.e:rer
A fee or •pe of Keener. Sou- will met
• • vi •
a casl hal: of the church.
(pie will add a rich brnvn coke the ,
The Azeta Departed* of the
3
.
.
•
insat and vogeateet 1404414.
Weeneras Club vnil exieseor their
Saturday. December 14
._
annuli! etuen's Christmas pat'ee Was"
If there are attle
7' e Geden Circle Claes - .if
at 4110 pm. Members are
under the arm ..f a sweater, rub the first.. Baptist 'Church will
to call 291 on or before
.per wath a clean natriereeet wtele meet at the Hapeat Student l asked
December 13 te gave number
Center for a happer-Chreetrnas
the sweater ver.es.
•f children bringing. Hostesses
a the meeeng are Mesdames
.1 Lacy Hopeen, L. K. P.nk;ey.
C. Ryan. Pat Willis, Tom
-retleet, end Mae Madelame
Lamb.

• • ••
Woods flail Plates
Christmas °peps
House Dec. 15

and texture of the blades of
grass. he explained. Close clipping removes most of the green
blades.
This exposes the unsightly yellowish stems and gives the lawn
a parched, hungry appearance.
Taller 4rowth provides shade and
lessens direct evaporation of soil
moisture.
How often should the grass
get a trimming? Hoag said not
more than once every week or
10 days. The best rule is to mew
whenever the growth'is bne inch
higher than when cut last.

show the most pronounced increases in downtown *Iowans.
the report said, while the men
appear to be seeking VD buying
locally.
OXFORD, Ohio - 451 - The clothes
Miura Univeney Bueineres ReChildtrena apparel showed only
view here said that suburaanites slight gains in the downtown
are showing a trend brick to stores. The researchers alitebuteci
heavier downtown shopping.
this to mothers nut wanting to
A survey, conducted in Cih- take their chadren to converted
"fringe
that
enroll, indicated
areas
area" doves were declining hi
business while downtown met'The report cove:a a six - year
thereat repented increases.
period from 1951-1956, index:ave.
_ rurrsibure and wornen's store

Survey Shows Trend
To.City Shopping

LASSIE!!
FOR.-SALE
FISH. ',teethed Wood,'1
en Coldwater Read. Phone
ell Open from noon during 3
J1C
days, all day SQL
in Motor Scoueee. Place
eiders n o w. " Eiseellent
:WS gitts. See M. G.
or ?all' 74, Murray.
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DIANA DORS in
"UNHOLY WIFE"
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ae Christmas gift. Beagle
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It'fAnIS Electric heater. 3
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Ten Alum sterin witswith Alulti screen and one
$189 metalled. We also '
• the triple track isle Gaeta
Ilene Up la 36 months to
Horne Comfort Co., 18th and '
D17C
-Street. Pb. 1303.
EDIIOOM hiuse on North
Se Write Cody Bray, 6718
Karluv Avenue, Chicago
D17C
_
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UCTION SALE

INN
*WARR
eneresse Meeirad tweeted Clesenime
SALES UP-Shrteen of the 22 industries M this chart 'bow aides
gains (rdt ccduzan) for the east half at 1967 over the mime
1266 period, but moan nee proBta (right soluma) dad not keg
Apace with sales. Sales of manufacturing corporates& added up
Is $160,000,000,000 In the Bast halt of 7.96T. a S per cent sten

CimitAAScok

,•

Kentucky's
of 'Murray.
e •stn-es is going out of
•, e• and will pm up for
Monday night, Detain-i at 7:00 p.m. all of (Aye
modem.
and
res. Clean
Able for meat any type wire.
-Jewelry. hardware, mace
goods, grocery. Aloo -cash
eddang machine, water
.two ceiling fans, filing
7nets, scales, two glees thew
es, and dozens of wall, flour
1 center fixture.. N. B. Ellis
kate: Main St., Murray, Ky.
DI4C

'Fred kieckfURRAY • Dorothg PAAIONE
Anommismimmommv.
•

Mrs. llelugin Is
Hostess To Trill]
Circle 1

if

the

Any boy or girl who is taking typing would love to see
this beautiful SMITH-CORONA PACEMAKER under
the tree Christmas morning. This would be a wonderful
help in making better grades and hell!. the young typists
prepare themselves for the future.
Morn and Dad would like the Pacemaker, Too! It's
perfect for the den or office.

of

Household Hints

it

•

•

a

Circle II 11'.11U.11eets To Study
.4 pestles' Works

A
•

lapis:les -From la idea's Aposate", was the A•bjeet *fgt. Circle
II if the Whit; of the First
Snead Church at •rie inciting
To- ithey afterriean. December 10
te the home -if Mrs. Pa• Hackett.
-Mese-Retiey-Ithereee.- pr Waste
theeman, as in charge.
SPFlpriire for *he day w a
•
taken free) letatetew 2:1-12 and
• was reed by Mrs. Weald Churchill. Mrs. .1. I. Salmons read-the
ifintil 'There's A
laCre-a
- a nit In The Air.'
r -sat mist, .
(ewers k'<rrn
I.e.* were pre.enied to t n
c.rele by Mrs. 0. 'C. Wells, Mrs.
E. • C. Parker, and Miss Betty
I aa-riton.
During the letermase meeting,
-• Mr, 0. • C. Wells, co-chairman,
tor,.s:r10:1 in they, absence of the
ctearman.
Ratiesten-ents were served by
Mrs. Heckel...al) the six menace-, and Mrs. I. 11. , Kaye a
visitor.
• • .• 3 •
•

_r
• bueiest GIs lo Korea ls
PREPARING FOR CHIISTMAS-One of the
belch. Ile is one of several soldier
Pfc. Roger S. Beebe, Wayne,
packages at an APO in the Fire
portal clerks sorting Chnetmas
Parallel in Korea. This is the only
Cavalry Division, near the 38th
duty anywhere in the world. At
U.S. Army group on front brie
tree In front of their
bottom, soldiers ktrn an outdoor Christmas
Pica Stanley D. Pikaart, Grand
r.):
to
(L
are
They
hut.
quonset
Floreece. Ariz., and Vincent IL
Rapids, Vick., John R. Erilow,
(letersational licittadphdes)

CHIEF JU1TICE IS GRANDP
Bncn Introduces her new
Cedars of Lebanon bospitv
Justice Earl Warren PH I

THE MAN beh,nd the gun is
Fad Macmurray. He seems real
ornery, but maybe it's over OW.orthy Malone. You'll see them
together ,n "QUANTEZ" in color
showing at the Varsity Theatre
Friday and Saturday.

•

GEAMANS GET MATADORS

t
BONN. Germany 4/1 - West
r,erman ?erces will by equipped
eti American 'Matador' ground- a 1
' -ground missile, capable of
HIS PRANCESS - Mohamed V,
'mere than 600 miles
Miami., a king, talas his
'lire Comrr.unist territory. Dedaughter. Princess Latta
fense Ministry officials said toon t.er arrival in New
-stay. They said 11 is planned
'Malt to be with him during
ac. set up two 'Matador" squadI final daa -f his U. S. visitLees under Luftwaffe control
daughters also
Three c
s
Germany
in
forces
U.
, Only
(Itttereatiostal)
slot'
Matadors.
flow have the

.1 l.ltDAY, Dec. 14, at 1 p.m,
n .ir sumS, Itt:0 Milt* Inar
on Cadiz road. near
Groccry. at home ta
-1 Sirs. Wieard Ilyrdewhc
eiled reeeney in car-trail
Will sell living room
an and dining room suits
iMetoroila) tenth rotor, re.
Teem gas cook sane, ra•
. ceciar chest, coffee drum
tables, mockers, ood chain
chairs, Maytag wadi
cti.nam cabinet.. eiectric ep
twee miner,- tweeters: icor'

-
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hg to
tweeted

F1S11. Leor.ecd Wood '1
Coldwater Road. Phone
Open from noon during
JIC
,.4ys, all day Set.

NOTICE

NO CHARGE FOR SLICING

SMOKED PICNIC

SHORTSHANK
White - Yellow - Spice

Help Wanted

1
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age 25 to 40 with
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Box 270,
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-cash
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filng
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and dozens of w-all, floor ,
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enter fixturai. N. B. Ellis: Out most humbl
and friends,
r...asr. Main St., Murray, K. all our noraftarurs
D14C I who have moant so much to us
.
nd
I iti the passing our our husba
• add falter. Clayton Ray. Your
d many 'expressions of sympathy
:
111DAY, Dec. 14, at 1 phi
.1.
pule; iren • and your many- aois i,f Icindrics•
r,1 sione,
Our
on Cadiz road, ntria will never be forgotten.
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.1 lid Mrs. Whaarci livrcigaho I Owen
and words of comfort
ram
el
ear-t
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in
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Ic..11ed recers
;k. Will sell living room, in -our sorrow.
That God will blis you in hds
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prayer."'
i Motorola) with nrtor, re- infinite way is our
Mrs. Mary Ray, widow
same. rar.st'r. gas CG
Charles Ray, son
ceaar cheat, coffee drum,
Will Raker Ray, son
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SPECIAL OFFER !!
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NucTioN sALL

ii

I-LB. VACUUM TIN

rrc
•I

, 3 WE WANT to hire some help.
,_
1 liter'..
"
'ABLE Electric______
W 220 v011as, FrieC,A-vgiogRe• 045. isoys 10414, lus-rest, dependable
3,1 Fanner Ave. Plapae 1126. „Lai woling to work. Edward'
D1411 Perry. ph,ne 1659-J. Jimmie
t
I
•
WL1,1ams, phone 1103 or call 56.
Tr
winsidrin
Jilubl
Ten
Lic ,K!
am••••
n
one
and
scree
ariii
, $189 ineUilled. We also
LK VICES OFFERED
:he triple- track N. o/wn
;rnent. Up to 36 months to
ed free.
. Home Comfort Co., 18th and OEAD STOCK remov
lal7C
dispatched trucks. Duncan
-Street. Pb. 1303.
, Tankage Co. Prompt service 1
11EDROOM house on North Jays a week. Call long distance
Si. Write Cody Bray, 6718 tollect, Mayfield 433, Oniou CItb
Karluv Avenue, Chicago 130C.
ii
D17C
9. III.

•

EN

69c

COFFEE

.m• fan, preesure soaker and
u.ther.s, dishes; silverfore. Many
o:tier small iteetm7 ,jila, bbank...is. 21 inch lawn rh.rwer, lots
me-thanioal t oaLs, all really
nice. Carl Kint.ns.
ttr, Douglas Shuemaker, Auctioneer.

Molar Scooters. Piece
rders n o W. Excellent
o.is gifts. See M. G. Bachor nail 74, Murray.
fllWrota TOYS. hobby - craft and
household gibe, sh ip Starks
, Chariat:rnas gift. Beagle Hardware "Where .Parking is no
Pir Pets or hunting- I
.411 16 Poplar. Phone
al." 13
D14C pronli
TF
, 904.
1142.
sales
ne
b44ts'ul SINGES Sewing Machi
;
"EpRC"A 4rick
electric heat, Hindoervce on all mahee. 4.2
,
and
ro..,tn,
living
15
morn,
rime on Lynn Grove Road. Leuo
- 1)14C.
t. kitchen/ CA+ 7*-• D""s-ei
10344.

- year
elusive.

BLUE RIDGE

'a

JIFFY

PIEMST
MIX

19
PORK BRAINS
c Box
BOSTON BUTT
1
391
BACON
NUTS CF
CORN 3EAR529c CHEESE SPREAD
2 Lb. Box 59c
ORANGES
19c DOZ.
PECANS 49c
Oc CAN
WALNUTS CiEL LB.49C
GRAPES MAMMA
c
o
c
9
3
is
Bitiuits
PEANUTS
SLICED or WHOLE

ORE
1-Lb. LAYER FIELD'S WORTHM

lb

LEAN MEATY PORK ROAST
FRESH YELLOW SWEET

YELLOW AMERICAN

JUICY FLORIDA

FOR CHRISTMAS

EXTRA LARGE PAPER *SHELL

1 LB
CFLLO
BAG

MED.

SIZE

ENGLISH

RED

CALIFORNIA

IOS1 OPEN AND kr

SALTED BUSTER

•

Giant Economy Size

LARGE TWIN BAGS

POTATO CHIPS

LAY'S 59c
Nabisco Crackers
1-1b. Box
n
DPA—Mr,. Nina IHoneybeari Warre
CHIEF JUITICI IS GRAN son in Los AP ETC'IPS, born Nov. 30 in
Bnen introduces ner new
The baby's grandpa is U. S. Chief
oH
Cedars of Lebanon nospitai.
pr Stuart Pri•n. linferenrr
Justice Earl Warren Ps is

RITZ

35c

CRISCO 98c
3-lbs. In Canister
with Plastic Top
MeCORMICK

BLACK
PEPPER

PEACHES
180
CORN ,.17c I
Whole Kernel

TIDE
75c

7-0Z. CAN OCEAN SPRAY

— MONARCH DIET FOODS

Cranberry Sauce 20:2E

I

.1=1.

ALCOA
WRAP

12-0z. Delited

NEW
SQUEEZE
BOTTLE!!

PEACH

PRESERVES

IPANA
TOOTH
PASTE

25-FOOT ROLL
33C

25c

FLUFF()
35c lb.
Size

CiVAY
4 for 330

SPICIaniz
85c

BLUE DOT

•
200 COUNT

4.s1

Kleenex Tissue - 2for 39c
, t 4-ROLL PACKAGE
i

$11 1 9

Blue 'bbon Tissue - - 35c

35c

Reg. Size Box

CHEER

33c

Reg. Size
Reg. Size Box

OXYDOL
2 for 590

3AN

Med. Bars
4/33c
IVORY SOAP
Reg. Size
IVORY FLAKES .. 33c
Large Size
2/29c
LAVA

•

b C. RickBEHIND— RedrtAdm. Ilyma
SAYS U. S. EDUCATION FAR
at the cornerhelps
ines,"
Submar
, r, the "father of nuclear $1,000.000 nuelcar power training
.-1.,ying ceremony for the
Groton, Conn. Rickover;chief
1 at the U. S. submarine base.
emir Energy Commission.
the,At
of
naval reactors branch
cssly outdated.'
tiopci
r
m
the U. S. education syste
•

•

• F riendly Courteous Service

LOTS OF PARKING SPACE

• Phone 1061

6.

1
•
•

•
••••••••••Wer
•

•
•

n
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OPEN
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Oh what a
royal Welc
ome awaits
the Santa w
ho chooses
just-right
gifts for on
e and all ..
. here!

.
3
44
.1•;.:

c1
CVf.

et r
euvl

t

525.1.1C.: TOW INCi

6

;

4_

OUTSTA

NDING

$2950

LADIES NIGHT-WED.
DEC.1 8th
SILVER D
OLLARS

Here is your
chance to li
e his
along.

REGISTER

3

FREE DOORPRIZEI--

Come See
Santa!

CLAUS

IN

s,Dec.1 gill

PERSON

PRIZES WILL BE GIV
EN A

6
.c
'
;
"-.:/AV-A
,
Vr.WAVAW

XW'talgV

5P.M.

to $5.98

ALL WOOL
FLANNEL
PANTS
Sizes 28 to 42
$10.95
Others
$5.98 to $14.98
_MEN'S LE
ATHER

PA

g

g

MEN'S
FLANNEL
PAJAMA
S

BROADCLOTH

$2.98
PAJAMAS

$2.98 & $3.981

MEN'S
Full Sized H
ANDKERC

10 for $1.00
$19.98 to $34.50

$3.95

MEN'S FU
R FELT
3.98 to '5.9
8
!CHAMP

'.'fkA'.VAVi

±GAV=
.- f-AVA

V:A=f1-AW

HATS

MEN'S
FLANNEL

MEN'S S
PORT CO
ATS
Sizes 34 to 46
Reg. and Long
s

MEN'S ORLON
SLEEVELE
SS SWEAT
ERS

atifVAW-A

BELTS

$100 _ $150 _ $200

HIEFS

$5.95

WAY at 8P.M. ti

AVitait•
VAWgaAWA
WA:;

$3.98

MEN'S 1000O OR
LON
SLIP-OVER
SWEATER
S

-ArltWt:

START REGISTERIN
G

0

,

- 10 Silver Dollars

itWAW-AW-Mr

$1.00 and $1.50

g

• 25 Silver Dollars
15 Silver Dollars

.W1-'.-rM(1%-

$1.00

TIES

MEN'S
NECK TIE
S

59c

MEN'S BUTTON
FRONT
ALL WOOL
SWEATER
S

BOW

WIDE ASSORT
MENT

SOCKS

$1.00

2 PAIRS

PRIZES FO
R MENS an
d WOMEN
S NIGHTS

First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
"Pt

9
9

3 prs. $1.00

SOCKS

iSest

49°

MEN'S
CLIP-ON

MEN'S 25
% WOOL L
ENGTH

Free Candy
and Balloo
ns!

HATS

8.50 tp '10.
95i

'A='VA
- VXra.AtVAIVA
-

ALL WOOL
SUITS

$
2
9
50
1 Pair Pants
2 Pair Pants
'39.50
Light Grey - Ch
arcoal - Med.
Grey
Sizes 33 - 40
Reg. and Long
GRIFFON
SUITS
'57.50
Sizes 35 to 46
Reg. - Long - Sh
ort • Stouts Short Stouts
Men's All Wo
rsted

SUITS

434.50

:V-A'4ViAVAV=AVAW'

'AVAWAVV

/No

_

.4

•

rzmifinc:-

Ifoliday

9
1

79c 2prs. $1.50

Children Ilightlu
hur
SANTA

MEN'S FRUIT
OF THE LOOM
I
sJi.
N
esDERSHI
RTS
34 to 46

to $5750

MEN'S STR
ETCH

ilmii.:...nt

St
‘
le te To Look 3
Your

69c ,v

$1698 and $1998

39c

4sivntositiz

tGENTLEMEN

BRIEFS
Sizes 30 to 44

MEN'S DRE
SS SOCKS

being

t= re& 1326..

69c

9

MEN'S ALL
WOOL
SURBURB
AN COAT
S

5 to 8 p.m.

present without
his

9

k-ZEMC

SHIRTS

MEN'S ALL W
OOL
TOP COA
TS

FREE DOOR PRIZES

FREE - 50

4fI

OTH DRES
S SHIRTS

a gift for yo
iend? Com
efficient sales foe to the Belk-Settle Company anur wife or
rce assist you.
d let our

Kentucky

r Floors Loaded Wit
h Gift Items!!

MEN'S

BROADCL

SILVER DO
LLARS
REGISTER
Men, do yo
5 to8
u have trou
.
bl
e
selecting
girl fr

YI

eZPAY SVIC ENV

$2.98

h

MANY

1.311 VW SW VW

COTTON F
LANNEL

§ MEN'S NIGHT-TUES.DE.17t
FREE - 59

Y

$2.98

LE COMP
ANY

t

COMPAN

$1.00

AT THE B
ELK-SETT

ii

4/4,

X
Ete MMMS
SPORT SH
:
TSZS Pag
IRTS
fr(IA( MS VW PM
Pg•
ft:1(MM
'2
.9
8
OTHERS
t!
MEN'S TE
$3.98 to $5.9
E
S
H
8
I
R
T
S
Small S-M-L - NonPlaids - Checks Med. - Large
Sag Neck
- Stripes - Ivy
League vi
MEN'S
BROADCL
OTH DRE
SS SHIRTS
*
-9
Sizes 14 to 17
MEN'S SH
ORTS
Barrel or Fren
Sizes 28 to 44
ch Cuff

3 BIG NIGHTS

it

Murray,

-A

5,
4>
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C
•
5
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ORDINANCE NO. - RE- and said chief of police, before thereon. Such
salaries shall, be
ENACTING. AMENDING AND i entering upon he duties of his in lull
payment of all services
REPEAL-1),TC CERTAIN PO- office. oshall execute. bond in rendered by
said emploesseni and
,TIONS OF ORDINANC'
E NOS ..the sum of $2.500.00 and each shall be paid on the
last day
17, MO, 170. 184. 201, We 219. regularpolicemate before enterof the month in which .the
By RON 'BURTON
232. 238. 291 AND 292: FIXING Ong upon the duties of h* office.
service was rendered tir at such United Press Staff Correspondent
THE SALARY OF THE CITY-shall execute bond in the gam time
as is most suitable and
ATTORNEY. THE CITY CLERK of $2,000.00.
HOLLYWOOD - You've
nvenient to :he accounting
AND THE DEPUTY CITY .
heard about the struggling young
Section, 7. The chief of ponce deparrnent of said utility.
CLERK: ESTABLISHING THE I shoo
Section 12. All ordinances and actress' Well, Ruita Lee deesn't
.oeoeo.5,as compeneation
DUTIES AND LIABILITIES OF
fo
•
his services the gum of parts of ordinances in direct quite fit this category. That',
THE CHIEF OF POLICE OF
, $280.00 . per month, the chief eonflic herewith are hereby re- beeaune all the poor thing has
THE CITY OF MURRAY; FIX-1 of
is a Large swimming Pool, Clod-ilthe ;
fire department shall pealed.
INC THE DUTIES AND RE- i
Section 13. Should any portion iac.chateau ;ype h.)me in Beveoreceive as compensation for his
SPONSIBILITIES OF THE
services the sum of $235.00 of this ordinance be declared ly
-- and, of course, u
CHIEF OF Tile FIRE DEPARTper month --t-he assistant chief ineatid such action shall not -poodle.
-MENT OF :BE CITY OF MURi of
However. Miss Lee does have
the fire department shall affect the validity of the. reRAY: ESTABLISHING
THE receive
for his services the sum Imaining portions hereof.
;
a preblem in connectiop with her
DUTIES OF THE SUPERINSection 14. This ordinance shall mullion picture debut in ''Witof $23500 per month: uniform
TENDENT
OF THE C I T Y patrolmen
er police officers shalLi take effect from and after the news for the Prosecution."
STREET
DEPARTMENT; ES- receive
salaries in the sum of ,date of ill final passage by
-You may laugh about sameTABL1SHING THE DUTIES OF :
$235.00 Per rrenth;•tiniform fire-1 the .Common Council of the thing Like this. but to me Ws
SLYPERINTEPENT oF THE men or . reviler-- firemen
-of
-.5/Isirreyød
the
'full-""terjr thipdrtatir, tea:I/y-7'4w %ed.
- shall :Ci-lr
VtailtAY WATER AND SEWER receive eateries
in the -um of '•text shall be published one time "It's my hair. I'm just as on-SYSTEMS AND ITS PERSONa
newspaper_
sit
$220 00 per month and such '
general cir- _happy as any poor httie
rich
NEL; FIXING THE METHOD !,,slar.irs th
,
s__omeleed shall
}rotation
between girl is siupposed
to be. TVs riot
OF ELECTION. THE TERM OF
in full payment of all services the first reading and passage
really that I have Lary restlistOFFICE, THE SALARIES OF
rendered by such officers and and the final reading and pas-'
men:, - buds I did sort of went to
EACH AND REGULATING THE
be
-•a
sage
of
said
ordinance by the
shall
in the first day
de it on my own appearance."
APPOINTMENT AND TENURE of
if the month in which the Common Counc
eleF OFFICE OF THE CHIEF - services
Lee
sure because
The text 0f this ordinance
was rendered. All fees
Mism
is
ghell
OF POLICE, MEMBERS OF THE
,:ead of a blonde
eomooso„ro inejaeo5 to _ tht.i was fully and publicly read to be a brunette in,
POLICE FORCE. CHIEF OF THE
thein
the
peture.
To
this
her
means
pc,hee
,
officers
j the Common Council of
I offices of such
FIREo DEPARTMF.NT AND shall
An hing
boause
she
is
a
be paid into the city City of lieurray. Kentucky at
MEMBERS OF THE FIRE DE- treasury
its - meeting on the 6th day neitural blonde. And becaues it's
PARTMENT.
H E SUPERINher debut she feels that :twee
Section 8. The street depart- .'of December, 1957, and will
TENDENT OF THE CITY
west) see her wall remember her
be
finally
adopted
and
passed
•
ment
of the City of Murray
y said
STREET DEPARTMENT. THE
as a brunette - when doe wails
Common
Council
at
shall have the authority- of and .,..
SUPERINTENDENT OF •
its meeting on the 20th day ed to remain a blonde all aerie.
"E .the duty to repair and maintain of
December. 1957.
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER
"Mr. Arthur Feernblew his
•
SYSTEMS AND THE EMPLOY- i 11 thoroughfares . within the City
APPROyED: Holmes
Ellis been real good to bkoxies," she
of Murray, Kentucky and shall
ERS OF EACH *ND ALL OF . a
said. "In pictures he's disowered
Mayor
THE UTILITIES OF THE CITY consist of a foreman pnd such ATTEST: C. B. Grogan
at least two - Vennea Lake
HEREINAFTER SET FORTH additional workmen as the Comarid Marilyn Monroe - but I
City Clerk
!
mon
Council
May
from
time
AND NAMED
.
• .ion't think he's ()Lime up yet
to time. appoint. The • foreman
%Vial anything one might call a
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE of the street department and
mbiabell brunette."
he
regular
workers
assigned
to
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
Two Blondes Never
CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY that department specifically pThe hair switch mine when
vided for herein ,shall be apAS FOLLOWS:
WASHINGTON - The he picture makers diecsivered
pointed by the Common Counci,
and Wildlife Service is a- there was someone Otie in the
Section 1. On and after the and said
torehian and each
first. Monday of January, 1958. regular workman shall hold of- lined over uee of eleotisime filrn with blonde hiar - a wornthe compensation for the city fete for a period of twelve ' ttliCt's ri hire birds wilen gun • tele the riOrne of Marlene
attorney of the city of Murray. , months from the first Monday range. It mat' seek legislation ti Dietrich. Mies Lee agreed that
it jimit wouldn't do to hive two
Calloway Counes Kentucky. shall in Jantiar5it and shall hold such ban or control them.
The pheny caU which aroused blondes in 9odh a picture. She
be and is heredy fixed at the j office until the appointment and
sum of $135.00 per month and qualification of their secreeter „ e service's anxiety is a record- heene figured otat yet hest what
such sum shall be in full and
Section 9. The Superintendent et of the sounds of flocks of she'll du to overcume-that's her
final settlement in connection and Assistant Superintendent oit feeding geese. It differs from word 3rting
her
film
with the regular duties of said 'he city street department shall , other recorded or taped calls in eareer as a brunette.
Its
realistic
reprodUction Of the
office
•
•receive as compensation for his
Male members of the audience
Section 2. On and after the services the sum of $246.00 per many sounds . made by geese on preixably veon't worry about
it.
first Monday ef January, 1058. month and each , reeular work- the feeding ground,.
Sit has a figure which direotors
the compensation for the Clerk intaieiri said department shall , Assistant Secretary of Interior we sure will
offset any busise.
of the City of Murray. Calloway receive salaries in the sum of Ross L. Leffler said the new call's Itie may
sustain in the crawning
County. Kentucky shall be and $19e.00 per month
withthe effeeiveness is so great - that ex- gl.•ry• depart m ent
is hereby fixed at the sum of exception of the truck drivers tended use of the device could
Mr* Lee is a pee little rich
$315.00 per month and such of the City of Murray Who threaten .preservation of the spe- girl
becaLre her Lithuanian parpayment shall be in full and shall receive a salary in the cie5.
'ores
madea halle. "erre pile of
final settlement for all services sum of $210000 aril Assistant . Leffler said reports from east
Salters in
rendered • in such canacity.
Superintendent 'of the Street De-. ciete hunting areas pointed up
tri
Unaged Stalea.
- nee wanted Wee: cieu gh:er to
Section 3. On and after the partment who shall receive a the danger to the birds.
wive
the best of everything
On one farm containing four
first Monday of January. 1958. salary in the PUT of 12,10.00
ing httts. t.2
he5 scra
g:ice
the compensation of he deputy per month. Such salaries shall sr!:eetrt
erae
:
1•;-we‘
oWe:rn jot.h
rf
a
.blehsli
nir
, and
b119mess
it's up
ls
1 0
hawse
On* of the City of Murray. be in full payment of all sereCalloway County. Kentucky shall ices rendered by such employees killed during last fall's shooting -0 her to 9°Ive it.
-I'U think
eurnetten_ een be and is hereby fixed at the and shall be paid on the last season alone. In another case,
sum of $110 per month and day of the month in which five 'hunters'killed their limit in est I will." she said.
90 minutes an on two occasions a natural blonde who dyes her
such payment shall be in full • the service was rendered.
and fe ' settlement for all servSection 10. The Murray Water during that period as many as hair brunette. I've heard of batices •- iered in such capacity. and Sewer Systems shall have 2.000 geese hovered over the tled sundtine. What does that
Maybe somedayI1I ge known as
.is 4 The lass enforece- 'he
Se
f and the dire blind.
men' pereemel of the City .of to operate and maintain the Another report showed that an make me?
Murray 'Kentucky shall consist water plant and sts dist ributien electronic recording pulled Cana- the Bottled *Darkness Girt
"You Oa.
of a chief of police and such sys'em and to mainta:n and da geese out cf a federal migra- if suimeone
additional policemen as the Corn- to operate the sewer system tory bird refuge to a blind 500 sees me in his picture and !elegy
mon• Council may from time j and its d is t ribit!ion components yards away where five hunters me another pert, the rule will
ca
call for pie to dye my hair red
to time appoint. The chief of and the personnel required in killed their limi•
- Beet watch"
petite and _the_ regular_ piaci-Ibis-operation
soperinee
officers specifically provided for tendent. an assistant superinherein shall be appointed ItS tendent and bookkeeper s
HOLLYWOOD - Heroes
the Common Council and said ditiori to a foreman and Is,
of the Hollywood sage and owchief of police and each regular All such personnel includ,n..;
TALLAHASSEE. Flit - all - eel epics have to get up early
policeman shall hold office for ; superintendent and the regular
a itched of twelve months from t workers . assigned to that de- The Florida Devlopment Osinnee- to beat Guy Madison. So far his
the -frrst Monday in January par-orient shall be apprented by • nen gave away ever eight thou- claims to fame include starring
In the first 3-D Western, starand shall hold such offices until the Cemrron Council pe
anrcil„dsharlf
l ga
irli
ndtbtinnfis
fmg, 'haif lf of this
e isuk.t
,
e rdUr. ring in the first Western, in I
the appointment and qualification hold office f!
a
The eirreniessen operates six CinemaScope and performing us
of their successors
twelve rreonths from the first _welco
me oselorig., eh p„mmery .he first Science
Section S. The fire department Dionday in January- and shall
fiction Western.
. highways
cistern*
the
sra.te
His latest innovation in !tie
of the City of Murray .ehall hold such office or position. until
,Where teur-ses can get a glass picture business isn't exactly 100
consist of a chief of the fire the appointment and wooers
department. an assistant chief tion .of their successors..
.-or orange juice and travel in- pet cent on dheAercic side. The
current
the
role inecoltunbia's "The
ot
fire department and such
Section 11. The superintendent forrnation about the state.
additional firemen as the Com- of the Murray Water and Sewer
The manager of the stations Hard Man" is that of a killer
who
lives by the terror of his
mon Council may from time Systems shall receive' as sem. maid it takes a
of tourjuice guns. It's off-beat for Madison.
to time appoint The fire chief. pensation for his services the : to quend•Pthe ler* •A 20
ors 34„wrists rees,er
as
the
but this means that it's in keepthe assistant fire chief and the !urn of S566.00 • per month: the
regular firemen specifically pro- assistant owerintendent shall re- cations dutrng the period totaled ing with his method of working
and his career plan.
vided for herein shall be ap-- ceive as compensation for his 177,379.
pointed by the Common CoLipcil services the 'urn
The plan was set up for him
$325.00 per
15 years ago by Helen Almsworth,
and the fire chief, the assistant month and 'he bookkeeper or
VANGUARDS WIN CROWN
chief and each regular fireman office worker shall receive as ' JOHNSON AIR BASE. Japan his partner-manager who discos,shall hold office for is period jcompensatiort for her servicks the ,
- Quarterback John Owens ered him when he was a U. S.
of twelve months from the first sum (if $25500 per month and ran 85 yards- in. the final
period Navy swabbie. Miss Ainsworth.
Monday in January and shall the foreman and other. per- with an intercepted piss
Sunday his production partner in Ttomson
hold such offices until the ap- sonnel's salaries shall be fixert to give the Johnson
Air Force Productions which is making the
pointment and qualification of by' the Common Council upon !Base Vanguards a 8-0 ;victory film. thought of the picture as
their - successors,
ithe recommendation
the sup- over the Marine Corps' Sukiran another career step forward.

m Shop

o. • --e-----1.1
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HE

Geese Respond To
Electronic Call

Fish

Florida's Giveaway
Free Orange Juice

Irs-01-1h-C----Ric-e-WiT game

-Human- Portroyat
She thought - and Madison

and all policemen shall be sub- the meeting fixing said remun- and the Fir • East
-US. service
ject le the orders of the Mayor l.ration shall show the actinh .team championahip.
agreed - that he had pushed his
popularity to a point where t
public, would be ready to see hint
F in characterizations with more
depth Madison had more than
completed his preliminary steel's
In 'he three "firsts" he claims in
"The Charge at Feather River"
(3-De "The Command" (CieemaScope) and "The Beast of Hollow
Mountain" (Science-fietion.)
The role in -The Hard Man" is
what .film production people call
"gutty." It has plenty of it. Madison is the son of an outlaw and
becomes at first. a Texas Ranger
end then a deputy sheriff with
usi Nist to kill in the course of his
duties. He has a change of heart
when he''suddenly realizes that
his actions have a strong influence on a small boy.

O

_

LONDON CRASH SCENE--Searchlighta flood the scene of wrerk In a Load=
suburb whiny two
passenger trains co.,ided In a heavy fog, killing at least 72 persons. Untermati
onsiftiii.

"AND
PROMISE..."
NEENAH.'Wis. 4-- Alvin
Paumstat. a four-year old who
admits he's got the cigarette
habit "pretty bad," has promised
his parents to give up smoking.
He agreed to turn over a new
leaf after firemen were sum'moned to his home to put out
II mattress fire he ,started while
smoking rine of this Mother's
cigarettes in bed.
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THE FINEST OF FEASTINGAT KROGER LOW PRICES!
.... AND GET TOP VALUE STAMPS
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
• Ivy
SUGAR CURED. SHANK PORTION

.,..11c1Pale"

oieu Hams

LARGE PURE

ARMOUR JACK FROST

BOLOGNA

Lb

KROGER SUGAR

39c Pork Sausage

loll

1:0 FIRST

39c SLAB BACON

TENDER FIRST - CUT

Lb%

39c

KROGER KWICK KRISP

ork Chops.3

c Sliced Bacon 2 41 2g 95c
BONELESS

CATFISH

Lb

49c

'LEAVE YOUR ORDER NOW for AN-Leather, Shoe or Red, Ladles'
CHRISTMAS II 4,1111S, POULTRY SLIPPERS PR $1.49
PILLSBURY OR II0LD MEDAL

THREE ASSORTMENTS

Plush Toys :;::,$1.49

lour10

KROGER CRACKERS

:V COASTER

WAGONS

KROGER PLAIN or SELF-RISING

LB.
BOX

SALTINES

•

$5.95

ILLUSTRATED VOLS. 11 & 20

25c FLOUR 25 a $1.59 , Encyclopedia
s

99c
No. 2'4
37c DEL MIRTE EARLYi•Ail:Ea:
n/303 39c
Pork 81 Beans4
PEARS
DEL MONTE CREAM STYLE
KROGER
KROGER FRUIT
CORN
1
2 95c
No. 2/
2
33c PUMPKIN 2 "LJ,Iti 35_ COCKT
AIL
Can
NUTS
ROYALTY CRUSHED 01 DICED
KROW
2 'a•fs 33c PINEAPPLE 7c.z. 10c CATSUP
811.
21c
KROGER'S

Ea

AVONDALE

'-".
Cans 49

Can

14-oz.

BIG ASSORTMENT OF HOLIDAY MIX

hristmas Candy 29c
BROWN OR POWDERED

SUGAR

KROGER'S

CHEESE SPREAD

2 Lib. 29c Peanut Butter Oz 39c Cheese Whiz 8J1,1 31c

SWANSDOWN YELLOW, DEVILS FOOD OR WHITE
• KROGER EXAPORATED

ake Mix 2.49c MILK
6 67c
ugar 10 i!g 95c

SUPREME PURE CANE

TALL
CANS

WITH 10c COUPON IN

EACH DOZ. KROGER EGGS

KROGO

is

FREESTONE SANTA CRUZ

SHORTENING 3 -,ZN 69c PEACHES

2

NO 2 Vi
CANS

49c

CRISPY, FRESH HEAD

tuce

LARGE
HEADS
:

RED JONATHAN ALL-PURPOSE

APPLES

4

LB
BAG

3gc

CALIFORNIA NAVEL SWEET JUICY

ORANGES

DOZ

49c

-CHRISTMAS TREE HEADUARTERSJUST ARRIVED - GOOD ASSORTMENT OF FRESH CUT TREESBALSAMS AND SCOTCH PINES
BUY NOW WHILE THE ASSORTMENT IS BIG!
WE RESERVE

U.S. INSPECTED

25-Lb. gad

LARD

$399

NO. 1 ROME

APPLES

Bushel

$329

v

PKG. OF 2 PLASTIC

TABLE CLOTHS - $14°

1HE RIGH1 TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

•

at

it

•
••

los•

eL
-s•

•

•

•

• -j

--r
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:ASTI=
PRICES! I•

oine

OPEN

4.„

.

-v

Viejo

N

411 8

4

UNTIL

%

apped

w

'AMPS

CHRISTMAS
r

FREE

8\3
,

0*
t11‘

i

N
4

...

8

,.......•
--• ._,. ..,..„.......,
A...,

it

-T-. / /

A

...

•P •

/

s,
‘
:1
1' ''''

,

1
p.-

l

//1

.s.....

.. A

rI

-

-•

on 2

Lb.
Pkg

Lb

95.c

N

4'
.
/

u„.. . ,,....

• t "s N'

t

••••

N

-..-

.

,

. /---.

(RISP

411::)
,U - _
Y
FOR .

,
/

'
'
- •
'"1

ff

Oh what a royal welcome awaits the Santa who chooses

• •••
":.1
'J.....'"'"1""

r-

just-right gifts for one and all ... here!

.

1:3

re,

I.

L

49c

8t6

Red, Ladles'

$1.49

PR.

ITS

COL

ei An

$1 99
$2.99 &

sitg

g

Floors Loaded With Gift Items!!

$5.95
t4M PAY

IX OW lastatwilK r•.- .skmr war r..4W fel MS

Ea

'GARDEN
Nc
os
. n303

2

No. 2V1
Can

Btl.

99c
39c
35c
21c

$3.98 to $5.98
OTHERS
Small - Med. - Large
Plaids - Che...ks - Stripes - Ivy League

•

MEN'S

•

.N 3 BIG NIG-1111

29c
JA0Rz. 31

N
§

AT THE BELK-SETTLE COMPANY

MEN'S NIGHT-TUES.DEC.1 7th
FREE - 50 SILVER DOLLARS

N

Men, do you have trouble selecting a gift for your wife or
girl friend? Come to the Belk-Settle Company and let our
efficient sales force assist you.
MANY OUTSTANDING

N

N
N
N

N

ILK
6- 7c

FREE DOOR PRIZES N.,
%
u LADIES NIGHT-WED.DEc.18th AN
yis

ALL
ANS

)c COUPON IN
KROGER EGGS

\JO

2 1/2

CANS

49c

ISc
25-Lb. ,Can

tN

N

gg

TOP COATS

g

$2950

to $5750

E
N

$329

Is - $100
f4rte4911,1

69c

Holiday

i

1

49c

MEN'S
CLIP-ON BOW

1

g

MEN'S FRUIT OF THE LOOM

1
g
i

TIES

SURBURBAN COATS

1
I

/
g

$1698 and $1998

i

g
g

NECK TIES

gg

$1.00 and $1.50

g
g
g

g

2 PAIRS

.. $1.00

ig
g
I

1
1I
i
g

1

g
g

MEN'S LEATHER BELTS

g

spo . W°- s2oo
.

Ii

MEN'S

FLANNEL PAJAMAS

$2.98
PAJAMAS

g

fl
g

Ig

$2.98 & $3.9814

MEN'S

Full Sized HANDKERCHIEFS g

10 for $1.00

4

$3

!
/g

MEN'S 10000 ORLON

4*tt*gt:WMitiWttirl
,
Fg2rAt2ri:27(1t
.
42r
-AW°

ALL WOOL
0.9
FLANNEL PANTS
Sizes 28 to 42
$5.98 to $14.98
Others

g BROADCLOTH

FRONT

PRIZES FOR MENS and WOMENS NIGHTS

I

it te6To Look
Your

'
WIDE ASSORTMENT MEN'S

MEN'S DRESS SOCKS

MEN'S SPPRT COATS
Sizes 34 to 46 - Reg. and Longs

$19.98 to $34.50

1
g

MEN'S

FLANNEL AL-L WOOL SUITS

$2.950

4

N„

1 Pair

Pants

139.50

2 Pair Pants

Light Grey - Charcoal - Med. Grey

Sizes 33- 40

Reg. and Long

'57.50 it
IT t 46
Sizes
s
Reg. - Long - Short - Stouts - Short Stouts

GRIFFON
MEN'S ORLON
SLEEVELESS SWEATERS

MEN'S FUR FELT HATS
'3.98 to '5.98

SmUllfsAl I Worsted
gCHAMP HATS .. '8.50 tip '10.951
rkIV4klt,VXV-It'.VA2gt'44AVA%Vlt'.VAVAVXV3V.VAVAW-AWAVAW'OeWr4V=f-=atVAVAFAV-It=V-IraV‘Ir.V-AW:V-IttVAVAV-2tWt=V=f-AV-A;V-ItV-AV-Al

%PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN AWAY at 8P.M.

t•

St

1
g

g

°S
N
I

5P
P.M
M.

I

30 to 44

MEN'S ALL WOOL

DOOR PRIZES

- START REGISTERING

BRIEFS
Sizes

1

is

Bushel

g

rAZ

?Mr -At

4
.

69c

$1.00

REGISTER 5 to 8 p.m.
FREE - 50 SILVER DOLLARS
Here is your chance to get his present without his being
along.

--FREE

g

28 to 44

i

% 39c 3 prs.$1.00
N MEN'S STRETCH SOCKS
79c 2 prs. s1.50
N
.i.
% MEN'S 25% WOOL LENGTH
Children's Night-Thurs.Dec.1 9th N
ro
59c
SOCKS .
%
SANTA CLAUS IN PERSON
N Come See Santa!
N
Free Candy and Balloons!
N
ALL WOOL SWEATERS
*
First Prize
25 Silver Dollars
.98 to $5.98
Second Prize- 15 Silver Dollars
SLIP-OVER SWEATERS
Third Prize
- 10 Silver Dollars
$5.95

,N
N

Sizes

34 to 46
MEN'S ALL WOOL

M

1

/

DERSHIRTS
UNDERSHIRTS
Sizes
1
I

EQC

$1•00

g
1
SHIRTS g

14IX

'GENTLEMEN:

MEN'S SHORTS

$1.98

MEN'S BUTTON

$399

g
g
g

$2.98 f

MEN'S

Oa 1.-Z WY r4:(

M VSIS k,Z1=Art

S-M-L - Non-Sag Neck

g

N
$2.98
%
%
NBROADCLOTH DRESS

REGISTER 5 to 8 p.m.

1M

1
SHIRTS
/
FLANNEL
COTTON

t EXAPORATED

S1

Sizes 14 to 17
Barrel or French Cuff

.

MEN'S TEE SHIRTS

BROADCLOTH DRESS SHIRTS

%
N
N
4N

•

raftC

'2.98

SPORT SHIRTS

las

Kentucky

COMPANY

Murray,

$3.95

•

•

f-AV-Xr34.50J
r;.4

•

C

o

soi

•

0

o

-•

•

1
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. ORDINANCE NO. - RE- and said chief of police, before . thereon Such
salaries shall. be
ENACTING. AMENDING AND 1 entering upon he duties of his 1 in lull payment
of all services ,
REPEALING CERTAIN FOR- ..ffioe, shall execute bond in rendered by said
employees and TIONS OF ORDINANCE NOS ohe sum of 42.500.60 and each shall be
paid on the last day
L. 160. 170. 181. 201, 212, 2,9. regular pohcernan, before enter- l ot
the month in which othe
By RON BURTON
232. 238. 291 AND 292; FIXING j ing upon the duties of his office, service was
rendered or at SUch United Press Start Correspondent
THE SALARY OF THE CITY shall execute bond in the sum time as
is most suitable and
ATTORNEY. THE CITY CLERK of $2,060.00.
HOLLYWOOD - 49 - You've
noenient ni the accounting
AND THE DEPUTY CITY.,
heard about the struggiang "'Unit
, Section .7. The chief of police department of said utility.
CLERK; ESTABLISHING THE
Section '12. All ordinances and actress? Well, Rtra Lee doesn't
shall receive as. compensation
DUTIES AND LIABILITIES OF t for
his services the sum of parta of ordinances in direct quite fit this cateirorY• Thar*
THE CHIEF OF POLICE OF . aeapop
per month, the chief conflic: herewith are hereby re- becaixec ail the p...r 'hang has
THE CITY OF MURRAY: FIX- of
is a large swimming Pool, Oadilthe fire 'department shall
INC THE DUTIES AND RESection 13. Should any portion Lac. chateau type h.ene in Beverreceive as compensation for his
SPO•NSIBILITIES OF THE services
the sum if 5275,00 of this ordinance be declared ly Haas- and, of COOr-at.. a
CHIEF OF THE FIRE DEPARTper month. .the assistant chief invalid such action shall .not I Poodle.
MENT OF ratoCITY OF /11.1.11._ ' of tit.. -thy- -departm
ent-iaii Igifect--she- validity of the oree --However, Miss Lee doe' have- BAY; ESTABLISHING
T
H -1 receive for his servicesmalning portions hereof.
-a problem in connection with her
the sum
DUTIES OF THE SI:PERINof $235.00 per month: uniform • Section 14. This ordinance shall mod= picture debut io "WftTENDENT
OF THE C I TY !patrolthen
effect
;eke'
from
and after the nes for the Prosecution."
oi police officers shall
STREET
DEPARTMENT; ES- . receive
salaries in the sum of date of its final passage by
You may laugh about sumeTABLISHING THE DUTIES OF ,
:tie
Common
Council of the thing like this, but to me it's 1 ,
$235.00 per month; unifortn fireTHE SUPERINTEDENT OF THE
of
Murray and the ..full very inpuctrasr.
men or mailer. ..ofthePlett Shall- City
rusilY.". She sail. I....--.
-411URRAY iWit'rEili. A14-"StWER receive salaries in the sum
of teilt shall be published one time eitts my oatr. ion .atait as
onSYSTEMS AND ITS PERSON=20.00 per month _ and such in a newspaper of general cir- happy as apy poor little
rich -NEL: FIXING THE METHOD
'salaries thus received shall be i culation within the city between girl is euppased to be.
It's not •
OF ELECTION. THE TERM- OF
in hill nasment or all s
' es the first • reading and passage really, that i nava any ree,
a.,
OFFICE. THE SALARIES OF rendered joy
such officers and and the final reading and pas- mere, but
I
did
sort
of
want
EACH AND REGULATING THE
to
hall be paid on the first day sage of said ordinance by the
do it on my own appearance."
APPOINTMENT AND TENURE'
• 1Common CounciL
of the month in which the
Miss Lee is sore because shell
OF OFFICE 6F THE CliniF oeroices was r aotered Aii
The text of this ordinance
lees
be a brunette insatad of a blonde •
OF POLICE, MEMBERS OP THE
or commissions incident to the . was full)" and publicly read to
POLICE FORCE. CHIEF OF THE ! offices
M the peture. To her this meets
of such police officers ! the Common Council of the
FIRE DEPARTMENT AND
hing
boause
she
is
a
ha
be paid int., the city 'City of Murray. Kentucky at
MEMBERS OF THE FIRE DE- .reasury
meeting on the. 6th day nteural blende. And becaues it's
its
PARTN1ENT. T H E SUPERINof December, 1957; and will her debts: she feels that those
TENDENT OF THE CITY. Section -9. The street depart- be finally adopted and passed who see her wel remember her
. the City of Murray
STREET DEPARTMENT. THE • men!
said Common Council at as a bornoite - when the wantSUPERINTENDENT OF T H E :hall have the authority of and its
on the 20th day ed to remain a blonde all ahem.
theduty
-to
repair
arid
maintain
Is
meeting
MURRAY WATER AND SEWER
-"Mat. Acthur litsrriblow has
thoroughfares
all
within
City
the
of
December
'
1957
SYSTEMS AND THE EMPLOY- I
APPROVED' Holmes Ellis been real good to blondes." she
Kentucky
and
shall
ERS OF EACH AND ALL OF cc` ""krraY'
said. "In pictures he's discovered
Mayor
THE UTILITIES OF THE CITY consist of a foreman and such...ATTEST: C. B. Grogan
at least two - Vert nea Labe
additional
workmen
as
the
C
HEREINAFTER SET FOR T H
and Marilyn Monroe - but I
City Clerk
mon
Founcil
may
from
'time
AND NAMED.
don", think heti come up yet
to •ime
appoint. The foreman
with anything one might call a
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE'of the street department and
b.etabiesell brunette."
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE 'he regular workers assigned to
Two Blondes Never
CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY • ;hat department specifically p- •
The hair switch carry' when
%tided for herein shall be ap-'
AS FOLLOWS:
WASHINGTON - The the picture makers (tactivered
pointed by .t
Common Council
F.
Wildlife Service is a- there was someone elrie in tbe
Section 1. On and after the and said foreman and each Fish
it„,MA.
over ‘seve of eleotionic film welt blonde hirer - a worn- I
first Monday of January. 1958, regular . workman shill hold ofthe compensation for the city !tee fir a period of twelve 1;
1-ail '5 r- lurea lairds wilen gun an by the name of Marlene
attorney of the city oi Murray. tr-drh. from the first Monday range. it may sdseit legislation tc Diedrich. Miss Lee agreed that
It just wookina do to have two
Calloway County. Kentucky. shall in ,January and shall hold such ban er control them
be and is hereby fixed at -toe office until the appointment and. Thte phony. call which aroused bkaides in auch a picture. She
the
service's
anxiety is a record- hasn't figured out yet just what
sum of $13500 per, month arid qualifieation of their stteeesser.
such sum shall be
she'll do., to. overourne-that's her
full 'and
Section 9. The Superintendent ing of
final settlemlent in connection ?nd AssiF!ant Superintendent of feeding geese. It differs from word
slareing
her
film
with the .regUlar duties of said the city street department shall other recorded or taped calls in aareer as a brunette.
office.
receive as compensation for his its realistic reproduction of the
Male members of the audience ,
Section 2. On and after the services the sum of $24fi.00 per many sounds made by geese on probably won't worry about it.
first Monday of January, 1953. moroh and each ferrular work- • the feeding grounds.
Sh has a figure which directors
.The_ compensation for she clerk
man in,
'
said, eepsiomeni shall: Assistant Secretary of Interior
are sure will offset any kisses
of the City of Murray. Calloway receive salaries in ' the sum of Itisiclo Leffler said the new call's ihe may sustain
in the crowning
County. Kentucky shall be and $190.00 per month with- the effectiveness is so great that ex- glory ds-partmerit.
could
is •hereby fixed at the - sum of exception of the truck drivers tended --" of the device cou
Mess Lee is a poor little rich
o
threaten preservation of the se
p$315.00 per month and such of the' City of Murray who
girl homier her Lithuanian perpayment' shall be in • full and shall receive a salary. in the • c`c.5*
tags made a *arse, large
pile of
final settlement for all services Sum of 1210.000 and Assistant . Leffler said reports front east
dotlare in
United States.
coast
hunting
areas
pointed
.
up
rendered in such earache.
. euperintendent of the Street De-"hey tvanted M.. • dough es to
Section 3- On and after the partment' who shall receive a the danger to the birds.
On one farm containing four have the best .); everything.
first -Monday of January. 1958. salary • in the sum of $210 00
However, the hair outtaner is
the compensation of the deputy per month. Such salaries shall shooting pits, the service has a
her own problem, and it's up
clerk of the City of. Murray. be in full payment of all sera - report that 1.295 geese were
to her to aolve it
Calloway County, Kentucky shall ices rendered by such employees killed during last fall's shooting
'I'll think .,f sueriethin, "roe,be and is hereby fixed at the and shall be paid on the last season alone.. In another case.
eel I will." she aaid. ,"Int
ne
sum of $110 per month and day of the month in which five hunter's-killed their limit in
90 minutes an on two occasions a resume' blonde who dye, her
such payment shall be in full the service was rendtated.
hair
brunet'te'
I've heard of batand
settlement for all sereSection 10. The Murray Water during that period as many as
ices rt lered in such capacity .and Seater Systems shall have 2.000 geese hovered over the tled sunshine What does that
Maybe
someday
ge known as
Is .n 4 The law enforece- the authority of- and 15w -duo: - bIttuL
mem pereainel of the City of . to operate and mainiain the Another repot, showed that an make me' '
Murray 'Kentucky shall coneist ;water plant and -its di&ributiop electronic recording pulled Cana- the Bottled 'Darkness Girl
"You just watch - if sem, ine
of a chief of police and such system and to maintain and da geese out of a federal mienaddition?l policemen as the Corn- to operate the sewer- system tory bird refuge to a blind 500 atra me in his piature and afters
me another
mon . Council may from -lime and its distribution components yards away where five hunters mil
part, the rule will
tor
rne to dye my hair red
to time appoint. The chief of and the personnel required in killed their limit.
pollee andhe_ regular pulice the eperation
officers specifieally provided for tendent. an assWilre superirtherein shall be appointed 1::e. tender:I and bookkeeper in adHOLLYWOOD - 49 - Heroes
the Common Council and said dition to a foreman and -lab.
F.
lof the Hollywood sage and carchief of poise* and each regular All 'itch personnel inetuding the
'
_1ral epics have to get up early
TALLAH.h9SEE. Fla polieernan shall held. "Bate fur superintenderit and the regular
e period of twelve months from Workers assigned to 'hat de- The Florida Devlopmerg oinwnis_ to beat Guy Madison. So far his
the first Monday in January penmen! shall be appointed
91(41 Rove away 'her eight thou- claims to fame include starring
in the first 3-D Western, starand shall hold such offices until the Common Council and shall rind tallons
'range juice dur- ring
in the first Western, in
the aPpointment and qualification . held office for a period. ef ti
rat the '
f rat halt
this year
The c,mm.,n operates six CinemaScope and performing in
of their successors
twelve months .from the first
. Section S. The fire department Monday in January and shall "wstcene Stir)0TIF (R1 primary the first Science fiction Western.
His latest innovation in the
of the City of Murray shall hold such office or position un•.' hIgt
'
h A"a YS
enteetng
the '
gate
picture business isn't exactly 100
consist of a chief of the fire 1 the appointment and qualifica-'
t•tlere .-''ar''es can gee 3 gialg
.
of orange juice and travel ho- per cent on the heroic side. The
department. an assistant chief tion of their successors.
current role in Columbia's "The
of the fire department and such
abeet the state
Section 11. The superintendent
additional firemen as the Corn- of the Murray Water and Sewer ri,rinaVaThe
nager of the stations Hard Mart" is that of a killer
mon Council may .from time krstems shall receive as torn- said it takes a gallon of juice who lives by the terror of his
to time appoint. The fire chief. pensation for his service" the t' quench the those ..f 20 tour- guns. It's off-beat for Madison,
8 the but this means that it's in keepthe assistant fire chief and the slim of $500.00 per month: the ers. NI 4,,,r.sts registered ,
regolar firemen specifically pro- assistant superintendent shall re- stations durmil the Period totaled ing with his method of working
and his career plan.
vided for herein shall be ap- 'ceive as compensation for his 177.379.
pointed by the Common Council services the sum ef $32500 per
The plan was set up for him
15 years ago by Helen Airnsworth.
and the fire cbief, the issistant , month and the bookkeeper or
VANGUARDS WIN GROWN
chief and each regular fireman ;office worker shall receive as
JOHNSON AIR BASE. Japan his parner-manager who discovshall hold' office for a period !compensation for her services the
- Quarterback John Owens ered him when he was a U. S.
of twelve months from the first tsum of 1255
per month and ran 65 -yards in the final period Navy swabbie. Miss Ainsworth,
Monday in January and shall ! the foreman and other• per- with an intercepted pass Sunday his production partner in Romson
hold such offices until . the ap•Isoaners salaries shall be fixed te give the Johnson Air Force Productions which is making the
pointmen1 and qualification of by the Common Council upon ,'Base Vanguards a 6-0 victory film, thought of theks picture
their successors.
anothe
career _step__ forty ardlt the recommendation of the sup- over the Marine Corps' Su
--Iliseasia-i.--T-Reoetrieltderf pulite Laillitendent--ann In. minutes. of Streaks in the Rice Bowl game
*man Portrayal
and all policemen shall be sub- tA
She thought - and Madison
‘meeting fixing said remuno. and the Far East U.S. service
ject to the orders of the Mayor
agreed -.that he had pushed his
ion'Ora show - the actioa team championship.
popularity to a point where the
public would be ready to see hint
in -ctraractinTiarlofia with more
depth. Madison had more than
completed his preliminary steps
In the three "firsts" he claims in
"The Charge at Feather River"
(3-Do "The Command" (Cm-maScope/ and "The Beast of Hollow Mountain" (Science-fiction.)
The role in "The Hard Man" is
what film production people call
"gutty." It has plenty of it. Madison is the son of an outlaw and
becomes at first a Texas Ranger
end then a deputy sheriff
h
a lust to kill in the course of his
duties. He has a change of heart
when ho suddenly realizes that
his actions have a strong influence on a small boy.
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m Shop
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•

Geese Respond To
Electronic Call

\

'd

Florida's Giveaway
Free Orange Juice

•

LONDON CRASH SCENE-Searchlights flood the scene of atreek' In a London suburb wl ere
two
eassenger trains welded In a heavy fog, killing at least 72 persons. (International Radi
.....zeh
,is

"AND I PROMISE..."
NEENAH, Wis 49 - Alvin
Paumstet, a four-year old who
admits he's got the cigarette
habit "pretty bad," has promised
his parents to give up smoking
He agreed to turn over a new
leaf after firemen were sum'moneri to his home to put out
a mattress fire he tstarted while
smoking rine of, fhis niother's
cigarettes in bed.

•

•
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11
o=111111'

•
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•
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THE FINEST 01' FEASTINGAT 1CROGER LOW PRICES!
.... AND GET TOP VALUE STAMPS
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
• 'wry
SUGAR CURED, SHANK PORTION

oked Hams

LARGE PURE

ARMOUR0KROGER

BOLOGNA

Lb

39c Pork Sausage 'LH 39c SLAB BACON thi.39c •

ENDER FIRST CUT

KROGER KWICK KRISP

c Sliced Bacon 2 PLkbg 95c

ork Chops.39

BONELESS

CATFISH

Lb

49c

LEAVE YOUR ORDER- NOW for "L"fter. 1111""ed. Ladies'
,CHRISTMAS H4.1111S, POULTRY SLIPPERS
$1.49
PR.

PIU.SIURY OR GOLD MEDAL

•

THREE ASSORTMENTS

Plush'Toys

I

i

KROGER CRACKERS

COASTER

WAGONS

ibba

KROGER PLAIN or SELF-RISING

I

$5.95

11.1.1118M11111 MS. 19 & 20

25c FLOUR 25 a $1.59 Encyclopedias
a..Nc
KROGER'S
AVONDALE
DEL MONTE EARLY GARDEN
C
Pork & Beans4 Lc:.49 PEARS r.I No,Can2
37 PEAS 2 NC3;n3s" 39c
DEL MONTE CREAM STYLI
KROGER
CORN
2 PtAr7s3 33c PUMPKIN 2
No. 21/2
COCKTAIL
35c
"
Can 35c
NIBLITS
ROYALTY CRUSHED OR DICED
I4-oz.
CORN
"33C PINEAPPLE
2 12CANS
10C
C
I ITsuP
21c
Btl.
SALTINES

BOX

110

Cans

7 oi
Can

te

BIG ASSORTMENT OF HOLIDAY MIX

hristmas Candyi 29c
49
2,
c
MILK
Cake Mix
6 67c
ugar 1Vg95`
BROWN OR POWDERED

SUGAR

2

KROGER'S

CHEESE SPREAD

29c Peanut Butter gz 39c Cheese Whiz j31c

SWANSDOWN YELLOW DEVILS FOOD OR WHITE

- KROGER EXAPORATED

a

SUPREME PURE CANE

TALL
CANS

WITH 10t COUPON IN

EACH DOZ, KROGER EGOS

KROGO

FREESTONE SANTA CRUZ

SHORTENING 3tti69c PEACHES

49c

CRISPY, FRESH HEAD
I

I

tun

LARGE
HEADS

•

RED JONATHAN ALL-PURPOSE

APPLES

LB
4 BAG
39c

CALIFORNIA NAVEL SWEET JUICY

ORVIGES

DOZ

49c

-CHRISTMAS TREE HEADUARTERSJUST ARRIVED -'GOOD ASSORTMENT OF FRESH CU'! TREESBALSAMS AND SCOTCH PINES
BUY NOW WHILE THE ASSORTMENT IS SIG!

U.S. INSPECTED

25-Lb. ,Cad

LARD

$399

NO. 1 ROME

Bushel

APPLES

$329

PKG. OF 2 PLASTIC

TABLE CLOTHS - $100
Si

WE RESERVE [HE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
I

•11, , eft w

.1

....it .1.0

at

••••

•

.•

•
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OPEN
IA 8
UNTIL
CHRISTMAS

:ASTIZIG
Mali!

'AMPS

\ Welcome
BEAUTIFULLY

Wrapped

FREE
FOR YOU

•

Oh what a royal welcome awaits the Santa who chooses
CI Elf?

**.**••

ON
[RISP
on 2

just-right gifts for one and all ... here!

I

3
95c
49c

Lb

Red. Lodilts'

$1.49

PR

.is
:g97&$1.49

$5.95

r Floors Loaded With Gift Items!!

of 40
i•111

. 11E20

ias

99c

Ea

---'GARDEN
§ No. 303 eh
L Cans
No. 2'/2
Can

$3.98 to $5.98
OTHERS
Small - Med. - Large
Plaids - Checks - Stripes - Ivy League

14 os
BSI

uuIZ

JAR

31c

t EXAPORATED

ILK
67C

ANS

k COUPON IN

I. KROGER EGGS

CANS

49c

N

Bushel

$329

sum

m cam -

ea ems Llat•szasza....

MEN'S SHORTS

69c

k

Sizes 30 to 44

MEN'S ALL WOOL

I

I
,

Sizes
34 to 46

CLIP-ON BOW TIES

to $5750

$1.00

MEN'S ALL WOOL

SURBURBAN COATS

$1698 and $1998

FREE DOOR PRIZES r

WIDE ASSORTMENT MEN'S

NECK TIES

$1.00 and $1.50

MEN'S DRESS SOCKS

39c

49°

MEN'S

TOP COATS

3 prs.$1.00

N
along.

MEN'S FRUIT OF THE LOOM

UNDERSHIRTS

NN

FREE DOOR PRIZES 1
li LADIES NIGHT-WED.DEc.180 1
N
REGISTER 5 to 8 p.m.
FREE - 5O SILVER D0LLARS
Here is you r ch ance to get his present w ith out his being

RESS SHIRTS.

$1.98

$2950

69c

1

%

%

St
‘
l te To Look
Your
Holiday
Best

BRIEFS

$2.98

__BROADCLOTH
17
th
%
-IVES.
NIGHT
DEC.
14
MEN'S

REGISTER 5 to 8 p.m.
FREE - 50 SILVER DOLLARS
Men, do you have trouble selecting a gift for your wife or
.
LT. girl friend? Come to the Belk-Settle Company and let our
5 - efficient sales force assist you.
MANY OUTSTANDING

N
li
%
.%
N
N

$1.00

COTTON FLANNEL SHIRTS

4%

N
NN

tei

iGENTLEMEN•

S-M-L - Non-Sag Neck

$2.98

MENit

%

vacrss

Sizes 28 to 44

Sizes 14 to 17
Barrel or French Cuff

3 BIG NIGHTS
Yl

g

BROADCLOTH DRESS SHIRTS

AT THE BELK-SETTLE COMPANY

29c

1= vac mepta

MEN'S

%

35c
21c

M IEZ ESCS

MEN'S TEE SHIRTS

'2.98

SPORT SHIRTS

Kentucky

COMPANY

Murray,

MEN'S STRETCH SOCK

1 79c 2 prs. $1.50

ALL WOOL

FLANNEL PANTS
$10.95
Sizes 28 to 42
$5.98 to $14.98
Others

MEN'S LEATHER BELTS
$100

$150

$200

FLANNEL PAJAMAS
Ciildren's ght- _Tburs. Øàó.1 9th MEN'S 25cre WOOL LENGTH
59c
SOCKS
SANTA CLAUS IN PERSON
$2.98
%
Come See Santa!
Free Candy and Balloons!
N
PRIZES FOR MENS and WOMENS NIGHTS
N ALL WOOL SWEATERS g Full Sized HANDKERCHIEFS
FLANNEL ALL WOOL SUITS
First Prize
25 Silver Dollars N
1
1
1
$3.98 to $5.98
10 for $1.00
$7950
Second Prize
- 15 Silver Dollars 1
MEN'S SPORT COATS
'39.50
2 Pair Pants
Third Prize
10 Silver Dollars % SLIP-OVER SWEATERS
$5.95
Ft:2;FAW-AWcAWAZAW
$19.98 -to $34.50
N
'57.50
GRIFFON SUITS
FUR PELT HATS
START REGISTERING 5P.M. %N SLEEVELESS SWEATERS 1 MEN'S 3.98
to '5.98
'34.50
CHAMP HATS .. '8.50 to '10.95 SLATS,
$3.95 !1
PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN AWAY at 8P.M. ti
2 PAIRS

$1.00

MEN'S BUTTON FRONT

g BROADCLOTH PAJAMAS

$2.98 & $3.94

MEN'S

MEN'S

MEN'S 10000 ORLON

1 Pair Pants

Sizes 34 to 46.- Reg. and Longs

Light Grey - Charcoal - Med. Grey
Reg. and Long
Sizes 33.40

MEN'S ORLON

Sizes 35 to 46
Reg. - Long - Short - Stouts - Short Stouts
Men's All Worsted

of.

t

,..11

iAWIWAWAWWAWAVAVAVItilt=640J
6 AWAVA=WAVASIMM=V'IWAVAW441
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Today's Sport Parade
I

•

•

•

..•

Dr CISCAS /MAME
SWIM Om aloft MIN

•

uit Cakes

NUTS

reverse:.

SERVICE

APPLES

'ttorip

Ak L,-C10 molding trad.a de-par-talent, advocated at tr.e CeZpartzpent's eneetaig us Atlan".tie Coy, N. J., that the 29
-boilling trades unions declare
a enoratunlm on a -ige
:iereitsco f it their 1. 400 Oit)
:Inen.bers in IlKall as say to
-.theca Inflation. fhtferliofiessofJ

* EUREKA

CHRISTMAS TANGERINES

TREES

DOZ.

1.1

CRANBERRIES

Fruit Cake
MIXES

29c
29g,

BANANAS
1Oicb

FRUITS

,
•
.

)

MIDWEST

LAY'S

CHRISTMAS POTATOES CHIPS
CANDIES Twin 4
9c Bags

GEE c
POPC

* HUNTERS COATS and PANTS
* COSCO STEP STOOLS, $8.95
* ELECTRIC IRONS
* PERCOPATORS - TOASTERS
* SKILLETS imany brands
* FIRE PLACE SET, *7.95
* PEARL WICK CLOTHES HAMPER
, %.95
* EDUCATIONAL TOYS
* FLYING MEMEL PLANES
* TRANSISTO,R RADIO KITS
*'ELECTRIC WORKSHOP

01111111

12th and Poplar
eAV HERE PAR K 1 N4; IS NO •11{9BLE
M"

•

1/
2

Gallon 59C

Then Get One Pint
•

3ELI224LASS

19
% ;t

23c

0(eng

-lb. box

DLI.MONTE

19,

21/2

Coffee Sale
sou
st
Coil

LIBBY'S

ELMONTE

DELMONTE

PEARS
2': CAN

PEACHES

LLD"c

21 / CAN

$109
If10ER r

85c

1 LB.CAN

REG.'1.29 VALUE

/CARNATION
INSTANT NON-FAT

DRY. MILK
79c
14 QUART SIZE

can 39, 2 303 cans 25c

MAXWELL HOUSE
=or.
INSTANT
6OL JAR

SHERBERT
FREE!

SALTINES

610
WHOLE APRICOTS
33
c
45c
PIE
FR
UI
T
CHERRIES
COCKTAIL APPLE SAUCE

—"Largest Archery Display In Town"

Stark's Hardware

ICE CREAM

1 lb.

• • ••

r•••••••

••

1 -Lb. Box

VACUUM (with Hassock) s49.95

lb

110111:09 UYEA.S!

I•

HornP and Shop Tool Display
In The City"

• ;

t.

GR
AT
ED
COCONUTS
vvit

DELMONTE 21 2 CAN

GIFT. SIEGGESTiONS

GRAPES

wp,8!

CRANBERRY SAUCE
LEDGER & TIMES
$Z 55

FRESH

15c each

SALTINES

- For •
• HOME
• OFFICE
• SCHOOL

101

• ORANGES
25c doz.
COCONUTS

MONARCH'S

I
_140 WAGI RAISI — P.t,harc1 J.
nGsr•y inoovei. president of the

WASHINGTON FANCY

216 k.OUNT

FRESH SLAW

QUICK

DhLiciotY

•

Sinta.

EGG
NOG

Livestock
Report

.,:

tock
112

I

...
-fliEW YORK ilr -•-• This writer. t appeal
ed to the Supreme Court.
toe lie
said. "if Cus dpetoi': !
Fears 18; "Control"
a
Jan Norris, triea over the ' Friends of
D'Ainato say he
kend to arrange a forget- . fears the
IBC will
oast conference that aught • trol" Patten:on. te try to "conresult in under IBC promotion.
tt, Iteavy-weight title fight. 1 But Norris
emphasized: '"We
teeet Norris au willing. I don't contro
l any fighters or
said: ,
"As far as I'm con- have any pieces
of them, and
ed the 'Thud* is one-sided. we don't
want any. Were perbeg filel to a down with fectly satisf
ied with the proany .time and make a fresh moter's share
of fleas?' •
St
in talks abut a title bout."
Amon
D'Aertater - rr. a rratg e f— of
g the many
her reasons
pion Floyd Patterson. re-t'for DAntato's fe
charge
l-v-14as* lit - have any • that the IBC
fus
to use
aelEings with Norris, **because his prelistinary boxers fter PatI -have
no confidence-..us the te:son haa son the vacant tale
_
• knuceng out Archie Moore.
malt"
D'Amato's refusals wait so" ba- Enev. 30. 1956. He said the IBC
telly 1.n.ii there seems no hope "had promised faithful.y to do
ot a rapprochment. And ihe So-- -s
ion-- cord --- c au $e - much
But Norris said. -we used
ble in 1958. Not only does
some preliminary fighters tugmato refuse to let young
• std to us by Charley Black
rson fight for Norris and
International Boxitig Club. and Vinnie Clo•la, whom D'Amato had given us to understand
_he .refuses- a defenaVagainst
Would represent him."
contender Who (in D'Amato's
is friendly" with. the . Since he won the title. Patter
son defended twice for indepen.. Zn his _weekend statements. Cus dent promoters and knock
ed out
• hated that the barred "friendly- Horri
cane Jackson liii and Pete ,
te might include every con- Rademacher. T h e
champion's '
e listed among the top 10 purses were large enoug
h in
the Ring Magazine. although those bouts to• put him
• _ • la
in the
did not come ri4-it out and 90 per cent bracket. said
D'Amait.
to.
Seeks English Opponent;
e repeated that he is negetia
'for a spring title defense
England. against an undiged opponent He added. "and
have four offers foe_ title
.S
• in —11F—rioted Elites'•-•
,
. r.; independent promoters.anw hale. Norris stressed Iiis
.r.gnets 10-confer with D'Ama1 He said. -if Cusd aerie'
ST
— L:vestock:
-.111:v. to .Me...e.:.--11371C-• in New York
Hogs 14.600. Active; most barcould flyl`up from Mani
row, and gilts 180 lb up =31-2 hours - or from Chicago
et enly steady; some 25 cents
two hours and 40 minutes.
lighter weights and sows
time he wants to sit down
steady to 25 cents lower; bulk
talk 'it woe!
US. 1-3 180 to 240 lb barro-as
.•* ;the
d's best Eitown and gilts
1823 t
18.75, top 19.
-'ter added: "If he doesn't
sows 1-3 4o0 lbs down 15.50 to
r.; Patters.irt to_ fight__ under tivs.
,
air promotion, ins sure -he won't 'Cattl
e 11.800. Calves 900,- Very
;qv us 0111 14 busttesj•
staa- on steers; good and choice
;• rturent 'rn.ght put us out.
23 25 to 24, heders and mixed
•
oat D'Arnato won't."
,
ye ,rungs moderately acti‘e and
i4T.5
'
melon stead. good and choice 22
to
to the mono, 't dectsi
$2 5o, cows st.ady. utility and
raliw befAre the I •• t3 S.
siummercial 14 50 .
1,0 _17; bulls I,
S5Preme Cour Ica confOgrat
Igm utility ar.d comlarcial 14.50
. • •-••
_ to 18.. .sealers $I higher: good
Is urranee TederEI Judge
and choice 2$ to 24: prime 32.1
i'er Ryan found the IBC
Islaugnter .caher. steady; good and
I,
• f tiolating the anti-trust •
choice 18 to 23.
•
red thi,t IBC broSheep _2.800. Moderately act IN•
• MU
Up. B-:1•
nit ‘eas • wooled and shorh ;ambs steady
+to 50 emits lower; others stead>
{good and choice wooled slaughter
'Iambs 19 to 21.50; cull to en
.
.nr2".84111111
' 011‘wooled t!aughier ewes 5-8

PAC

I,,

Pler

4975

•
r

:7;
• rip

29c

GODCHAUX

SUGAR
10 - lbs. 99c

JGROOCHERNY SON's
13"- u rin'

ft

G.

ft

1,

/4

5...14
•

VP

.1-...O."

•

•

• --
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Sl

these anniversary values! There us'petal'
. ourrn
Yirof
clmerv•trrii -rtIii
s2fcos
inie:sa
7.
f244 ;eI:batiOi. These values e:prIsa
ppeciaiontndrur h7po
rdbirthat we may ontinne-77_,to
servo you for many years to COMO.

wAtt t.ctoto

,SWIFT'NING
IMAGINE! HAM SANDWICHES WILL
BE SERVED ALL DAY SATURDAY
FOR ONLY 10c! AND THEY ARE
MADE WITH SWIFT'S PREMIUM
FULLY COOKED HAM!

cocc

FRUIT
16P)ECORATEQ

To Be Gi*en FREE

CAN

have to be present to win.

49c

SEE WHAT 10c BUYS!

BUSH BEST

FRANCO-AMERICAN

SPAGHETTI
with TOMATO SAUCE

2 cans 25

SPAGHETTI
KRAUT
CHILI BEANS, Mexican Style
YELLOW EYED PEAS
ANY BRAND CANNED
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
NAVY BEANS
PORK & BEANS
RED BEANS
SEVEN DAY CREADP STYLE
PINTO BEANS
BLACK EYED PEAS
EARLY_XNE PEAS
HOMINY
-;A*AWA*AW:Ag2;FAWA*=-A*AW!.*A*,
'AWAWAWAW-=-AW,':

BISCUITS

CORN

•

II

Register (No Purchase Required) to win this lugitiousk14-112. Ha

— SWIFT'S —

PREM

HAM
aturday Al ZOOP.M.

'S
OHNSON
GROCERY frou boot4o-t-iyme
7'h-4

•

111111NIM,

You do not

•

'
•

4
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY,DEC.13and14
SPECIAL GIFTS FOR YOU

TEN -lb. BAG

OF

FRUIT

NUTS

AND

given away with each purchase of 8 or more gallons of gas!!

EXTRA FOR THE LADIES!

True

PACKAGE OF TWO TOLL HOUSE CHRISTMAS CANDLES
No Purchase Required

KM al
1•311191t•
f1111101
Dr ar
St the
of his
mutt, I,
Ms II
Off14 es
thorn)
fins
fil.a
ail H4
tlit toot
vrealif
." went
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Dr
Weald
t)ie! IP
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two I
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that

• GRAND PRIZES
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bag k
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A

TEN 12 i= lb. DRESSED

y.
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••
pump

CA
Irnen
Tinet he

t,:p:.
i
811

ni
r.i
hu.acL

CHRISTMAS TURKEYS.

]
(Rile
ia
two

GIVEN AWAY BY REGISTRATION DRAWING
No Purchase Required
GULF CANDY POPS and IIELIUM-FILLED BALLOONS
FOR THE KIDS FROM OUR CLOWNS!!
•

nit

wori,
N
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h
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ttithimieot
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;.141.1
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T
rih .
•
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"I
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N
4th.
ELM ST.
MUR
and

BILL ROBERTS,"
-mager
"Immo

PHONE 911

ALEX BARRETT, Service Salesman

ti:ng.h;fir

RAY KY.

MASON BILLINGTON, Assistant Manager

\
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•
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To put forth new leaves, an
Elberta peach 'tree must first
go ttuenigh ea0- -hours - or 39
ee-houryve-- in which the
temperature is below 45 elegreee•
It doesn't, matter if ehere are
more than 39 such clays. But
there can't be fewer.
Love W. Donotto, Jr., and
DLIVIO. It Walker of North Camellia State Loilege, Raleigh, are
NEW YORK el,- Science has the peach scientists who oroke
roken the Elberta Peach barrier inc carrier. iney din it with
tech, in its way, is no les/ ,ne experimental piantg row ill
)(citing tha nbreaking the souna euustance, giuuereilic acid Writ=
arrier was during the first is a cnemiaii manulacturect les
Japauiese zungus.
ears of the jet propulsion age.
iney experunented with trees
You see, nothing is quite so
tubborn as a natural "law," whicn 'eau hau no more tnan
no natural law was any 1o4 hours at coat Oeture tney
slubbern-Lhare _the. _one Wyeee..tregeoutotes.,trorn orcnato
.hich 'seemed to govern the into large cans Stitt put 111r,U
coneinuons
ehavior of the. Elberta peach storage room wale
temperature of tia degrees.
ree.
Auer iia nays, the trees still
After it dropped its leaves
n the fall. nothing whatever were Montane as was to be
'fluid induce it to put forth expecteu. uonotto aria Walker
cw ones until after it had tnen sprayed them twice woli
sututions or gitmelee acid, eau
ndured a period of cold days.
You could put it in a hot °chola: The carrier Was unmet.
°use, into the soil most likely -me trees began growing •1141
Elberla peach trees. You putting turth ieaves!
einding Right Solutions
d create artificially the westNot many splaying were fleecer it 'likes hest. But all this to
ed in any experiment, but the
u avail.
Productive in Georgia,.
strength of ..the solutions was
For that reason the Elberta all-important. Solutions containeach tree is unknown in all- ing 1.000 to e0,000 parts of the
ear warm climates. This is substance per million parts were
by the trees are most produc- highly effective. Weaker solulye in sych areas as Georgia tions were not.
'here winters are long enough
In reporting to the American
the purpose of the trees; Association for the Advancement
still short enough for grow- of Science, they said that gibberng seasons to be long ones.
allic acid evidently either put

lberta Peach
arrier Is
oken

Basgall

WORLD WEEK

_

UNITED
STATES

HINA

Manager

RELIEVE YOUR COLD
AT ANY STAGE —
THIS BETTER WAY: •
Improved formula of BG-6
gives airazing relief from sniffles,
congestion, headache. Mrs. H says
"I was surprised at the comfort
BQ-6 gave mt after only two
BQ-6 gave me after only two
HOURS, your 59 cents back at
any drug store. BQ-6 NOW at
HOLLAND DRUG CO

AFI-00 CONVENTION
IN ATLANTIC CITY IS
EXPULSION MINDED

—7-

Lewis Wins Feather Crown
.1

HAWAII
HAMMISED
BY HURRICANE

IN INDONESIA, PRESIDENT
SUKARNO ESCAPES GRENADE
ASSASSINS, WORKERS GRAB
DUTCH PROPERTIES, 50,000
DUTCH NATIONALS EXPELLED

CAPE CANAVERAL MISSILE
NOT SUCK AS A WHISTLE

DUTCH NEW
GUINEA IS
CRUX Of
INDONESIA
HASSLE!ODOM SIA
CLAIMS IT

NOTTINGHAM, England 401 Percy Lewis won :he vacant
Bribiatt Em pire fea.trerweight
ehampionAh.ip Monday night by
knockout
technical
scoring
a
over Charlie Hill of Scud:3n4 in
the 10th round of a scheduled
15-round bout. Hill, who weighed 126 iixounds to Lewis' 124%,
was knocked down seven times
before the fight was stopped.
- -

TRANQUILIZER
MAMMA RSK JOLD
GETS JORDAN,
ISRAEL ON WHAT
MAY SE A LESS
HOSTILE BASIS

SOUTH
;- AWRICA

•
GAS BLAST IN GEORGIA
••• TOWN LEVELS 6 STORES.
BODIES BURNED BEYOND
IDENTIFICATION

al
a PI
•

•

ie.eZeeztMlsoileleiese=ieelMfeeteeo

CHRISTMAS
GIFT Headquarters

•
the whrnmy on a specific Elberta
peach chemical which kept it
dormant or needled its over-all
chemistry Into functioning despite the "law."
This is the newest .horticultural wonder attributed to gibberellic acid which is exciting

)
:Iedilio
faARGARINE

KY.

Manager

at

TEAMSTERS HEARING
PI WASHINGTON IS
LONG UST Of GOON,
RACKET ACTWITIES

FLAVOR
uRALLY UTTER

Cream° Margarine is made frOnt C. .fn and laefree
ntilk bleried een i•-e-ned tollonsiod and soybean oil,
peziest oil, salt, le:
nuteoflyterier 5Cdiem benzoate,
titre acid, Vitamin A, araticial
' 'v.r
'3ing and artificial coloring.

ELIZABETH SEIFEFrret NEW NOVEL

406,
disf

Made

- RoMDflitlf
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CHAPTER 9
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(To Be Continued)
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horticulture scientists throughout
the world. It has hastened the
germination and the early growth
of a number of important food
plants, It may some dee put
a new face on food-growing.

Drive-In Church
Has Summer Service
SOMERDALE, N. J. --dfs-- A
drive-in ohuroh, descrebed as the
first such place of worship in
New Jersey, has been holding
summer servtices.
The Rev. Harry Aileen, prastior
of the First Baptist Church said
the project was an experiment
a tten
in
facilitating
church
cbance."
He said property behind the
church termed a ersaiturral basin"
and when cleared would acceenmediate 300 cars.
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MARLBORO, Mass. - ir Herbert S. Bartlett was 89 years
old recently but he paannred to
go right an handling his duties
as a fire captain.
Bartlett began fighting fires as
a lad of 15 in 1883. Ten _years
later he was officially appointed
to the bocal fire department giving him a total of akrioat 75
years as a fireman.
A widower, Bartlett said he
would remain with the department until he died or with he
was unsble to, do his duties
effeeeMly.
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4-Wife of Geraint
6-Walk
pompously
6-Sy mhol for
calcium
7-French article
8-Anger
9-Rodent•
10-Support
11-Pcs'ice( twos
13-Rail birds
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print
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21-Mild expletive
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It's the BALANCE of ingredients in baking powder that
governs its leavening action. Only when these are
scientifically balanced can
you be sure of uniform action Fri the mixing bowl plus
that final, balanced rise to
light and fluffy texture in the
oven ... That's the story of
Clabber Girl's balanced double action ...Better Baking
everytime!
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Fireman 75 Years
Stays On Job
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HOLLAND'S GROCERY
(FORMERLY WATERS GROCERY)

* Free Delivery — Quality Foods *

Make Money With Classifieds
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by Ernie Bushmiller
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by Raeburti Van Buren

ABBIE an
'SLATS

A G000,JUICY
HORROR MOVIE LL
GET YOUR MIND OFF
YOUR OWN TROUBLES
AUNT ABBIE

ocezievor ,5314/.5.Arwer's

_
HEY- SOMEBoDY ANSWER
THAT DOOR.' HUMPH-GUESS
NOBODY'S HOME EXCEPT
ME ,'

IT'LL BE A
RELIEF-WATCHIN
SOME OTHER
BOOY BEING
SCARED

YES,
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by Al Capp

UL' ABNER

unnrotimuk
UP!!-THE•i
EVAV TH I NIG
\fa *EAR
IS RED."!

MIND IF I TRY ON
THIS OUTFIT 0'
YOURS,HONEY?
READ.PAPERS
EVEN OUT HERE, IT MIGHT MAKE A
CUTE PLAYSUIT, IN
YA KNOW!!
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY,DEC.13 and 14
SPECIAL GIFTS FOR YOU
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GULF' CANDY POPS and IIELIUM-FILLED BALLOONS
FOR THE KIDS FROM OUR CLOWNS!!
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lberta Peach
arrier Is
oken
NEW YORK IP - Science has
Dawn .the,Elberte Peach barrier
hich. in its way, is -fie ' less
citing tha .nbreaking the sound
artier was during the first
ears of the jet propulsion age.
You see, nothing is quite so
tubborn - as a natural "law,"
no natural law was any
MN_ son _than the._ one
,hich seemed to govern the
thavior of .the .E1berta peach
•
ce
.
After it dropped its ' leaves
n the fall, nothing whatever
mild induce it to put forth
ew ones until after 4t had
ndured a period of cold tp_ys.
You could put it in a hot
oust, into the sail most likely
Elberta
peach trees. You
d create artificially the weater it likes best. But all this to
o avail.
Productive in Georgia
For that reason the Elberta
each tree N unknown in all'ear Warm climates. This is
•hy the trees are most producive in such areas as Georgia
here winters are long enough
the purpose of the trees,
'still short enough for growng Seasons to be long ones.

To put forth new leaves, an
Elberta peach 'tree must first
go through Val) hours - or 39
si-hour uays
in which the
temperature is below 45 aegrees.
It doesn't matter if Ihere are
more than all such WV& Bat
there can't be fewer.
Lave W. Donolio, .4., and
David. kt. Walker of North Carotins State Lonege, haleigh, are
the peach sciendsts who broke
Inc oarrier. tney dict it with
--eaperinteneat 'mantic rowan
suustance, giuuereiiic ac.0 wmcn
LS a ClIcltheal manulaCturea oy
a Japanese iungus.
silty experimented with trees
whicn ban hats no more tnan
5o4 hours 02 cold beiore they
we
.ye . transpatinted, ,irom orcnaru
ino large cans and put into a
storage toom wan a ciuninuous
temperature of ba degrees.
Alter
D days, the trees still
were dormant, as was to be
expecteu. oununo and . Walker
.r.en sprayea taem twice well
eotuuons ox ginOellic acid, gnu
Delwin: The uarrier was °mato
-me trees began growing and
pulsing Lorin leaves!
binding Flight Solutions
No many splaying were neeoed in any experiment, but the
strength of the solutions was
all-important. Solutions containing 1,000 to 40,000 parts of the
substance per million parts were
highly effective. Weaker solutions were not.
In reporting to the American
Association for the Advancement
ol Science, they said that gibberallic acid evidently either put
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horticulture scientists throughout
the world. It has hastened the
germination and the early growth
of a number of important food
plants. Ii may some day put
a new face on food-growing.
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Has Summer Service
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scoring a
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/
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ed 126 pounds to Lewis' 1243
was knocked down seven times
before the fight was stopped.
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you must see that-well. things oev, rav.i.jht develop to num you. I'm
.
rue. and
terribly sorry about this w1012
.00
thing. I woulth t have had it bar. ma
pen for the world' But how could
"Doctor Vaughan,' she said.
I know! I didn't do one thing ..." slurring the title in as offensive
Both women knew that, on • way as possible, "you won't
Sunday, Carol Rainey, had done he able to go into the O'Cre.nell
a great many' things. She had offices with Michael, will you 1"
spread seduction as a pitcher!
That hit Tracy. For she was
plant preads it sticky lure.
right. But she spoke with full
"1 came to you.' the carefully confidence. "I plan to do this
delicate voice declared, "knowing residency." she said gravely. -and
that Michael never would give a secone one, perhaps. Then Miyou the whole picture."
chael and I will open our own
Tracy sat up straight on the office and share a practice Well
know
build a home, and have a family
couch. "Mrs. Rainey, do you
"
that Michael's first marriage endI 'Oh?" Her voice made Tracy
ed in divorce ?"The smooth blonde winced. think of ether, and rubbing alco"What difference does that hol, and snakes, all cold things,
chilling and unplea.sant. "Can you
make?"
"It makes this difference, of force Michael to do those things ?"
, • • •
course. It means that his first I
That chill stayed with Tracy
marriage failed. And he told me
that he does not want this mar- for the rest of that evening,
though things didn't go badly,
riage to fail."
"You mean
.?" asked Mrs. For all her need to hurry, she
CHAPTER 9
looked very nice when Michael
CAROL RAINEY sat down and Rainey,
"I mean that I am .not going took her up to his parents suite
N.- faced Tracy. The tall, wellgroomed women in pale pink "to talk to yOU about what I con- at the Jefferson. She managed
linen hid come to are: she was alder my business, and Michael's. to behave normally enough: and
the one with something to say Also-" she glanced at her watch, she heard Mrs. Loren tell Michael
Tracy would wait and let her say and stood tip - "I must ask you that she liked his girl. "1 think
to excuse me now. Michael is due she'll be good for you, son."
It.
Michael's mother was a pretty,
She watched Carol Rainey, not- here in a half-hour to take me to
Ing the sheee ot her pale gold meet his parents. I' don't want faded woman of sixty, his father
was a big man and very handhair, the Immaculate facial make. him to find me ..."
Tracy contin tied: -"Must I some.
up. She was certainly a beautiful
They ate dinner together, but
eorrlan. She looked- ns much as started to say was. I wouldn't
want to niake him wait. And you Tracy-later--could
not
recall
five years older than Tracy.
find
you
want
him
to
wouldn't
what
they ate. Mrs. Loren reHmnunn. That would make it a
doesn't
know
really
if
he
here,
gretted
the
fact
that
Tracy
had
and
having
little beyond thirty,
to work the next day. She'd
iaira Tn Tift-TITNT- Marriage, with you've come."
"No" said Mrs. Rainey quickly, wanted te spend that time getting
two children to be considered, she
tretttit want to marry again. and "he'd be awrry if he "discovered acouninted with her new daughter. "We probably won't get hack
well. A marriage _to Mitheel what I've done!"
"Yes," said Tracy gravely, "for this way aga,n until we come to
Loren could be considered a
decent
man."
fter
the hairy . ."
is
a
he
worth-whfle venture.
Now the claws were out, and
Everyone laughed, Michael, too.
Now she was talking to Tracy
With great emphasis. Urgency, hooked. "And you're counting on But his face was beet-red. Tracy
blushed rt little herself, and
even. Michael, she was telling that," saki Mrs. Rainey silkily.
"Of course I am," answered caught his warning look too late
Tracy, was terribly upset He
thought Tracy did not realize how Tracy, fla smoothly. "So - will to stop her admittedly naive exImportant it was for him to have you exeine me? I must dress, planation to his parents of their
and there is no point in continu- plan to defer a family until she
the wedding postponed!
"Did he send you to talk to ing this discussion. You really had done her refill/hetes -and
me?" Ithked Tracy, surpre-ed at should not have come. Michael they had paid their debts.
could have told you that our mar"What debts?" asked
Mr.
her own calm.
"Oh, no! Don't you know the riage will take place day after Loren.
tomorrow, as planned."
Tracy reminded him of the ofman at all?"
Mrs. Rainey stared at her, fice investment.
"1 know Michael vt;e11 enough,"
and
unbelieving.
"You'd
All nonsense. declared Michael's
Tracy Wel (wetly, almost indif- shocked
father. "Whatever is ours is
ferently. "Better than you could make him marry you!"
"Oh, no. I won't have to make Mike's- -or will be"
have conic to know him in .a mat"No," said Tracy firmly. "We
him. Michael understands that,
ter ot days."
"Oh, but we.,." Carol Rainey and perhaps would explain It to plan -ph, we have all sorts of
plans. To pay mjdebts and have
broke off, and shrugged helpless"Need I remind you " began a family- and a diorne. Bet we
ly. "It was one of those *natant
Rainey,
standing
tip
"-- that want to do all those things for
things" she told Tracy. "An Im- Mrs.
mediate and mutual understand- there's no reason for you to think ourselves! Please?"
Mr. Loren clipped a fresh
I won't see Michael after kis
ing bsitwten us."
Tracy was getting provoked. marriage? Have you thought cigar and beamed at his son.
"You've got yourself a rare girl,
"If he didn't ask you to come about that!"
"I hadn't. Specifically. But a Michael," he announced. "She has
.." she began.
"1 came becaurie T didn't want doctor's wife mint always give a mind of her own."
"Yes," said Michael gravely. "I
you to be hurt You really should some thought to the women her
postpone the weddine., Miss husband meta and sees through know she has. sir."
But then, or later, no further
Vriii^,!Lan. nth sorry - Doctor his profession. I really don't
fler
eyes
swept think we need talk any more, word was said of postponing the
Vaughan."
v s White garments. "So long Mrs. Rainey," said Tracy. '"1 In- weeding.
(To Be Continued) ..46
as Michael is attracted to me, tend to marry Michael on Satur-
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tion. Only when these are
scientifically balanced can
you be sure of uniform action hi the mixing bowl plus
that final, balanced rise to
light and fluffy texture in the

oven ... That's the story of
Clabber Girl's balanced double action ...Better Baking
everytime!
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governs its leavening ac-

for ...
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39-Starr of if.
42-lndian
Mulberry
43-Retail
eatsiat.bnient
45-Legend
46-Small dog
46-Barrel slat
60-Posed for
portrait
61-Roman date
63-Smaller amount
6E-Brother of Odin
t6-Senff at
59-Lifts
61-Hinder
12-To Lsts

1-Arrives
6-Ascend
1,1-Father or
mother
12-Eagles' nests
14-Chaldean city
15-Weary
17-Reverberation
IS-Corded cloth
20— FOPS
53—Organ of
hearing
24-Closa securely
26-Taut
'
28-Note of scale
29-81Istak•
31-,Duties
.33-Sound a horn
35-Fialit between
two
U-Replacw

.4

MARLBORO, Mass. - IP Herbert S. Bartlett was 89 years
old recenrly but he planned to
exi right in handling his duties
as a flee captain.
Bartlett beban fighting fires as
a lad I it 15 in 1883. Ten years
later he was officially appointed
to the local fire department giving him a total of alnyeet 75
yrsars as a firemen.
A widower, Bartlett said he
would remain with the department until he died or argil he
was unable to di, tus duties
efficiently.

M

CHRISTMAS
GIFT Headquarters

2.

Cream° Margarine is made from cream and fa!-free
bfer-!ed st;,ti
cotiOnstied and soybean oil,
petrit o, salt,
monogiyceride. sodium benzoate,
citrz ctd. Vitamin A, ar one's' favoring and artificial colorirg.

I

CAPE CANAVERAL MISSILE
NOT SLICK AS A WHISTLE

SOMERDALE, N. J.
A
churoh, &scribed as the
first such place of wortahip in
New Jensey, has been holding
summer services.
The Rev. Harry Austin, pastinof the First Baptist Church said
the project was an experiment
atten
in
facilitating
church
&deice."
He said property behind the
churciti formed a "natural basin"
and When cleared would accommodate 300 cars.

4.02ALLY
fir%
Cream

TtrINVINIvel
arid rosette rilbTracy Vs-,
son are you..g inte,us at Cob:,ch 4
hospital In Si Louis. The)e ' fs •
rumor that Tray* is going to marry .
Dr Mi, heel Loren, Senior Resident
at the hospital. Michael tells Trim)
of his unhappy first marriage and
asks her to be hla wife. She accepts
MI, heel becomes pediatrician in the
eau ea of Dr O'Connell. eminent wthority on allergies Also in the ofares are Dr ttrivr•rd -Nisbet and sir
SI,Ale Hoerr's. Tracy is to be assisting& Resld,rit at Children a The am•
bit lolls Michael. win,se parents ir
weaithy. rents an expensive apartment
Dr fthgers and hi. Wire glee • Prewedding party for the couple_ and
There they meet Mrs Carol Rainey
• bearitifui Monde who monopo.ises
Mk heel Mrs Rainey is • widow with
two small children. The next das
She Rainey :ails at Michael s Nth e
DI mlakel forgets that he and Tracy
air A. go for their marriage We'll..
Miro An ',TIMM and is !Urn Ai. when
Tracy interrupts to. Insist that he
keep the appointment. On :he way
. bar k fr..= the license bureau. Mrtmeaks their dinner date to
sir
Ni s Rainey and her children.
A lealous Tracy returns to duty. rwo
A
Inter
Michael takes Tree, to
d
• ,•• I asks that the wedding be
postpoired. • Tracy reforms.

TRANOUILIZER
HANINARSKJOLD
GETS JORDAN,
ISRAEL ON WHAT
MAY SE A LESS
HOSTILE BASIS

DUTCH NEW
GUINEA PS
CRUX Of
INDONESIA
HASSLEINDONESIA
CLAIMS IT

is exciting

1.cp

NCYPTINGHAM, England
Percy Lowus won lie vacant
GAS BLAST IN GEORGIA
TOWN LEVELS 6 STORES,
BOGIES BUSHED 'BEYOND
IDENTIFICATION

the whmmy on a specific Elberta
peach chemical which kept it
dormant or needled its over-all
chemistry into functioning despite the "law."
This is the newest horticultural wonder attributed to gib-

Improved formula of BG-8
gives amazing relief from sniffles,
engestien. headache. Mrs. H says
'I was surprised at the comfort
BQ-6 gave mt after only two
BQ-6 gave me after only two
HOURS. your 59 cents back at
any drug store. BQ-6 NOW at
HOLLAND DRUG CO.

Lewis Wins Feather Crown

Wit "Walt"
CONTINUES

VETTER FLAVOR

ti

AFL-C10 CONVENTION
IN ATLANTIC CITY N
EXPULSION MINDED

HAWAII
HAMMERED
SY HURRICANE

IN INDONESIA, PRESIDENT
SUKA.RNO WANK GRENADE
ASSASSINS, WOITKERS GRAS
DUTCH PROPERTIES, 50,000
DUTCH NATIONALS WELLED

Manager

Romano..
PITTSBURGH
(Mon'..y I Basgall, former Pittsburgh
Pirates' infielder who
11W1ce w.an ''rnIartager of the
year" h inors in the Clew A Bag
State League, has been signed
to manage ',he Pirates farm club
at Line .1n, Neb., in the Class A
Western League. Basgall played
sec-nd base for the Pirates in
1948, 1449 and 1951.

UN DEBATES
ON ALGERIA

UNITED
STATES

Made

'RELIEVE YOUR COLD
AT ANY STAGE —
THIS BEWER WAY:

SOVIETS LAUNCH
WORIO'S FIRST
ATOM POWERED
SURFACE SHIP,
AN ICE SNEAKER,
IN LENINGRAD

TT
LONDON TRAIN
COLLISION
KILLS SCORES

Se—

ff•

rs
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4-Wife of Geratnt
6- Walk
pompously
6-Symliol for
calcium
7-French article
8-Anger
9-Rodents
th-Support
11-Por k et book
13-Rail birds
16-Strenare for
print •
19-Separates
21-M11.1 expletive
22 Bush
15-Plunders
27-Ross
30-Underground
parts of plants
32-Insects
24-Jog
36-Swift
27-Escaped
11/1-PertalnIng UT
an era
40-Century plant*
41-Tropical fruit
(V.)
44-Turn Inside 3ut
47-Frcro h priest
49-Brother of
Jacob
igi-Oecuror chair
64-Title of respect
V -Prefix: /low n
M -Teutonic dedy
60-Symbol for tin

BALANCED
double-action
means
Better Baking! adapt
others
from $59.50 to $1,000

PARKERS
JEWELRY STORE

CLABBER GIRL

EAST MAIN ST.
"Fine Gifts Since 1895"
Russell Albert Parker,
Mgr,
Of& Illa& ZYS W56.INT.Zc7.
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BALANCED' 00UEILIE ACTION
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HOLLAND'S GROCERY
(FORMERLY WATERS GROCERY)

* Free Delivery — Quality Foods *

Make Money With Classifieds
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12th & Poplar

by Eznie Buslunillee

NANCY

I JUST

DISCOVERED
THERE ARE
13 PEOPLE
AT MY
PARTY

by Raeburn Van Buns

ABBIE an' SLATS
--HEY-SOMEBODY ANSWER
THAT DOOR; HUMPH-GUESS
HOME EXCEPT
NOBODY
ME

IT LL BE A

A GOOD, JUICY

REL;EF- WATCHIN
HORROR MOVIE LL
SOME OTHER
GET YOtlIR MIND OFF
YOUR OWN TROUBLES, BODY BEING
SCARED;
AUNT ABBIE:

YES, ME::

•

•

by Al Capp
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"IA KNOW!!
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY,DEC.13 and 14
SPECIAL GIFTS FOR YOU

TEN - lb. BAG
{
C

a."

OF

FRUIT Ate. NUTS

given away with each purchase of 8 or more gallons of gas!!

41
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EXTRA FOR THE LADIES!

T
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PACKAGE OF TWO TOLL HOUSE CHRISTMAS CANDLES
No Purchase Required

GRAND PRIZES
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CHRISTMAS TURKEYS

GIVEN AWAY BY REGISTRATION DRAWING
No Purchase Required
GULF CANDY POPS and IIELIUM-FILLED BALLOONS
FOR THE KIDS FROM OUR CLOWNS!!
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To put forth new leaves, an
Elberta peach 'tree must brat
go through ua0 hours - or 39
es-hour clays - in which the
temperature is below 45 degrees.
It doesn't matter if -there are
snore than tie such 'oltys. Bei
there can't be fewer.
Luve W. .Uonotio, Ji., and
David, kt. Walker of North Caroima State t-atiege, ttaleigh, are
NEW YORK 111 - Science has inc peach scientists who oroke
roken the Elberta Peach barrier Inc earner. Lney dm It with
hich, in its way, is no less tne experimental piantg row in
citing tha nbreaking the sound suostance, gioutreille ac,u wnten
madulactured uy
airier was during the first
Japaliese zungus.
ears of the jet propulsion age.
ney experunented 'with trees
You see, nothing is quite so
Plan
1iau no
tibburS. -as- a --Rattarak-_"law.'!.
- .-cuita beiore.. Lucy
no natural law was - any 764 hours 01
We • stubborn than the one were tramp/wiled irons orcnaru
- hich seemed to govern the into large taus and put Imo •
•havior -of the Elberta peach storage room wan a continuo**
cemperature of ba degrees.
Alter Sa days, the trees still
After it `dropped its leaves
n the fall, nothing whatever were dormant, as was to be
mild induce it to put forth expecteu. isonulau and Walker
ew ones until after it had •nen sprayed Wein twice %vial
sutuuons or gilaiDellie acid, anti
ndured W period of cold days.
uarrier was Orate,.
You could put it in a hot Deltoid:
°use, into the soil most likely -ine trees began gruwmg Wad
Elberta peach trees. You puttaig Lunn Leases!
Finding Hight Solutions
d create artificially, the westNot many splaying.were neeo-r it likes best. But all this to
eel in any experiment, but use
o
Productive In Georgia
strength of the solutions was
For that reason qv,'
all-important. Solutions containach tree is unknown in all- ing 1,1100 to 40,000 parts of the
ele warm climates. This its substance per million parts were
hy the trees are most prodnc- highly effective. Weaker soluve in such areas as Georgia tions were not.
here winters are long enough 'In repotting to the American
the purpose of the trees, Association for the Advancement
still short enotigh for grow- of Science, they said that gibberng seasons to be long ones.
attic acid evidently either put

lberta Peach
arrier Is
oken

Basgall

WORLD WLLK
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IICE, APPARENTLY NONE THf WORSE,
WORKS UNDER FULL HEAD Of STEAM

U.

S.

S.

Cirressees,,,
TEAMSTERS HEARING
IN WASHINGTON IS
LONG UST OF GOON,
RACKET ACTIVffIES

UN DEBATES
ON AL ERIA

40
.
isa
•

C A,4 A

AF1.C10 CONVENTION
IN ATLANTIC CITY IS
EXPULSION MINDED

IN INDONESIA, PRESIDENT
SUKARNO ESCAPES GRENADE
ASSASSINS, WORKERS GRAB
DUTCH PROPERTTES, 50,000
DUTCH NATIONALS EXPELLED

DUTCH NEW
GUINEA IS
CRUX OF
INDONESIA
HASSLE—
INDONESIA
CLAIMS IT

„SOUTH
CAPS CANAVERAL MISSiLE
NOT SLICK AS A WHISTLE

a-ea n

the whmmy on a specific Elberta
peach chemical which kept it
dormant or needled its over-all
chemistry into functioning despite the "law."
This is the newest horticultural wonder attributed to gibberellic acid which is exciting

Elrial FLAVOR

horticulture scientists throughout
the world. It has hastened the
germination and the early growth
of a number of iMportant food
plants. H may some day put
a new face in food-growing.

ACROSS

Drive-In Church
Has Summer Service

Fireman 75 Years
Stays On Job

,--(i The Doctor's Husban
Elisabeth Scir,rt. Reprinted by permission of the novel's publisher.
Dodd. Mead & Co. Distributed by King Features Syndicate,

by
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at the hospital. Michael tells Tryst) 'Den for the world' But how could I "Duero. Vaughan." she said,
of his unhappy first marriage and I know? I didn't do one thing
" slumng the title in as offensive
asks her to be Ala wile. She accepts
Both women knew that, on • way as possible. "you won't
Mli harl becomen pediatrician in the
O'Connell. eminent au• Sunday, Carol Rainey had done be able to go into the Orer,stell
efface of b
thiNitY 90 1111elgieg ,....41no in the Ar- a great many Rungs. -She had offices with Michael. will you?"
ai... are LW Howard Nobel arid ot
Shale Rogers. Tracy is to be essuit• spread seduction as a pitcher
That nit Tracy. For she was
The am. plant spreads it sticky lure.
set Heighten. at Children
right Rut she spoke with full
Antoine 3,111rhael, whil..e parents ir
-1 came to you.' the carefolly confidence. "I plan to do this
▪ weedily, trate ao expensive apartment
delicate voice declared, "knowing residency," she said gravely, "end
Dr Rogers and his wife give a prewo,I•1,,,g party (04 the couple and that Michael never would give a secone one, perhaps Then Mitheir the). °met klra Carol Rainey
you the whole picture"
chael and I will open our own
▪ beautiful blonde who monopiifixes
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by Ernie Bushinillat
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Chil.lren.

though things didn't go badly.
riage to fail."
.?" asked Mrs. For all her need to hurry, she
"You mean
CHAPTER 9
looked very nice When Michael
eATIOT.. RAINEY sat down and Rainey.
"I mean that I am not going took her up to his parents suite
%•-• laced Tracy. The tail, wellg'rtnomecl woman in pale pink to talk to you about ,what I con. at the Jefferson. She managed
linen had come to her: she was sider my business, and Michael's. to behave normally enough: and
the one with something to say Also-" she glanced at her watch, she heard Mrs. Loren tell Michael
Tincy would Wait and lot her say and stood up- "I must ask you that she Ilked his girl. "1 think
to excuse me now. Michael is due shell be good for you, son."
it.
Michael's mother was a pretty,
She watched Carol Rainey, not- here in a half-hour to take me to
ing the sheen of her pale gold meet his parents. I don't want faded woman of sixty, his father
was a big man and very hand.
hair, thit immaculate facial make- him to find me ..."
Tracy continued: "What I some.
up. She wits certainly a beautiful
They ate dinner together. hut
wonlan. She looked as much as started to say was. I wouldn't
want to make him wait And you Tracy - later- could not recall
five years older than Tracy.
find
you
want
him
to
wouldn't
what
they ate. Mrs. Loren reHninonn. That would make it a
little beyond thirty, and having here, it he really doesn't know gretted the fact that Tracy had
to work the next day. She'd
failed in her first merriage, with you've come."
"No" said Mrs. Rainey quickly, wanted to spend that time iretttng
two i'h1lreWtöbe cohsidered, she
might want to marry again, and "he'd be army. if he discovered acquainted with her new daughter. "We probably won't get hack
A marriage to Michael what I've done!"
"Yes," said Tracy gravely, "for this way again untll we come to
Loren could be coneidered a
decent
man."
Is
a
h
see
the bahy ..."
worth.Phile venture.
Now the claws were out, and
Kveryorte laughed, Michael, too.
, Now she was talking to Tracy
with great emphasis. Urgency, hooked. "And you're counting on But his fare was beet-red. Tracy
blushed a little herself, and
even. Michael, she was telling that," said Mrs. Rainey silkily.
"Of course I am," answered caught his warning look too late
Tracy, was terribly upset He
thought Tracy did not realize how Tracy, as smoothly. "So - will to stop her admittedly naive eximportant it was for him to have you excuse me? I must dress, planation to his parents of their
and there is no point in continu- plan to defer • family until she
the wedding poetponed!
"Did he Bend yoti to talk to ing this chscuision. You really had done her residencies -and
me?" asked Tracy, surprised at should not hive come. Michael they had paid their debts.
could have told you that our mar"What debts?" asked
Mr.
her own calm.
"Oh, no! Don't you know the riage will take place day after Loren.
tomorrow, as planned."
Tracy reminded him of the of-p
man at all?"
Mrs. Rainey stared at her, flee investment.
"1 know Michael Well enough,"
"You'd
and
unbelieving.
All nonsense. declared Michael's
Tracy said quetly. almost Indif. shocked
father. "Whatever is ours is
rerently. "Better than you could make' him marry you!"
won't
have
to
make
"Oh,
no.
I
Mfke's-or
will he
in
a
mathtrn
have come tollinow
"No," said Tracy firmly. "We
him. Michael understands that,
ter of days."
"Oh, but we ..." Carol Battey and perhaps would explain it to plan -oh, we have all sorts of
plans. To pay our debts and have
broke oft and shrugged helpless- you."
"Need I remind you " began a family---and a home. But we
ly, "It was one of those ittrtfarif
Rainey,
standing
up. "- that want to do all those things for
things- she told Tracy. "An im- Mrs.
mediate and mottlal understand- there's no reason for you to think ourselves! Please?"
Mr. Loren clipped a fresh
I won't see Michael after his
ing between us."
Tracy was 'sitting provoked. marriage? Have you thought cigar and beamed at his son.
"Yoleve got yourself a rare girl,
"If he didn't ask you to come about that!"
"I hadn't. Specifically. But a Michael," he announced. "She has
fp ..." she began.
"T came betwixt I didn't want doctor's wife muSt always give • mind of her own."
"Yes," said'Michael gravely. "I
you to he hurt. You really should soml.nhought to the women her
postpone the weddine, Miss husband meets and sees through know she has. sir."
Sot then, or later, no further
sorry -,,- Doctor his profession. I really don't
Iler
eyes
swept think we need talk any more, Word was said of postponing the
•• s white garments. "So long Mrs. Rainey," said Traey. ."1 In- wecktng.
Trr,
.4
0
(To Be Continued)
as Michael II attracted to me, _.tend to marry Michael on Satur-
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The next -is. Conch, 'Mrs Rainey, do
know build a home, and have a family
„.
at M hael s Jae e
Mrs keine)
Ma haei forgets that he and Trio • that Michael's first marriage enclitic to go for timir nuirrieg• Nem. ed in ,livorce"."-'"
'Oh?" Her voice made Tracy
that lift • noon and Is furious
when
The fienooth blonde winced. think of ether, and rubbing alcotern/
a
to Insist
that be
Tr )
keep the appointment. On :he way "What difference dors that hol, and snakes, all cold things,
bark from tile license bureau, id P make?"
chilling ann unpleasant. "Can you
ct e• breaks their Amber dat• to
"It makes this difference, of force Michael to do those things?"
•
St', Rainey and her children
• • •
A
Tracy return* to duty. Caro course. It means that his first
toter
M
1,44.1 Inkca Traeir to
That chill stayed with Tracy
•
a•ks that the wedding be marriage failed. And he told me
po•Ii.00rd. Tracy !erases.
that he does not want this mar-, for the rest of that evening,
two
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It's the BALANCE of ingredients in baking powder that
governs its leavening action. Only when these are
scientifically balanced can
you be sure of uniform action In the mixing bowl plus
that final, balanced rise to
light and fluffy texture in the
oven . 4. That's the story of
Clabber GM's balanced double action ...Better Baking
everytime!
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MARLBORO. Muss. Herbert S Bartlett we, 89 years
old recently but he planned to
go right kin handiang his duties
as a fire captain.
Bargees began fighung fires as
a lad of 15 in 1883. Ten years
later he was officially appointed
to the local tire department giving him a total of almost 75
years as a fireman.
A widower, Eirartleill mid he
tv,a.ild remain with the department unts.1 he died or until he
was unable ,to do
his dunes
etficie rot ly

I

35—Staff of life
42—Indian
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43—Retail
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45—Legend
46—Small aog
45—Barrel Plat
Hi—Posed for
portrait
51—Roman date
53—Smaller amount
55—Brother of Odin
56—Scoff at
69—Lifta
61—Hinder
a—Twists

I—Arrives
6—Ascend
1,1—Father or
mother
12—Eagles' nests
14—Chaldean city
15—Weary
17—Reverberation
IS—Corded cloth
20—Fops
23—Organ of
hearing
24—Close aecurely
26—Taut
26—Note of seal*
25-51Istake
3 —Duties
33—Sound a horn
35—Fight between
two
36—Replace
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ELIZABETH EIEIFEFtT'S NEW NOVEL

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
•

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SOMERDALE. N. J.
A
drive-in churoh, described as the
first such place of worship in
New Jersey, 'has been holding
skimmer services.
The Rev. Hlarry Austin, pastior
of the First Baptist Church said
the project was an experiment
in
alien
facilitating
church
dance."
He said property behind the
church formed a "natural basin"
and when cleared would accomrruxla,te 300 cars

Cream° Margarine IS MS& from cream and fat-free
.bleeled a,,n "
,
isned cottonseed and soybean oil,
peceut oil, salt, le:
1, monoslycende, sodium benzoate,
Citric acid, Vitamin A, aridicial nvortng and artificial colorieg.
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Improved formula of BG-6
gives asnazing relief from sniffles,
congestion, headache. Mrs. H says
"1 was surprised at the comfort
BQ-6 gave mt after only two
BQ-d gave me after only two
HOURS, your 59 cents back at
any drug store. BQ-6 NOW at
HOLLAND DRUG CO.
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TRANQUILIZER
HAMMAR5KIOLD
GETS JORDAN,
ISRAEL ON WHAT
MAY SE A LESS
HOSTILE BASIS

-; AMERICA

RELIEVE YOUR COLD
AT ANY STAGE —
THIS BETTER WAY:

NOTII'NOttAirds-Errglernii-AP
Percy 'Lewis won ;he vacant
Briaish Empire Icaairweight
charnii.,.irt,itsip 'Monday Melt by
ic-nackcist...
wooing - -a, -technical
over Charlie Hill of Scoland in
the 10th round of a sensduled
15-round bout. Hill, who weighed 126 pounds to Lewis' 1243
/
4,
was knocked down seven times
before the fight was stopped.

144111l
OAS MAST IN GEORGIA
TOWN LEVELS 6 STORES,
BOOMS {MINED !WAND
IDENTIFICATION

Manager

Lewis Wins Feather Crown
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HAWAII
HAM/AMID
BY HURRICANE

Made

15iTTSESURGH API - Romaine
(Monty( Basgiall, fl.rmer Pittsburgh
Pirates' infielder
who
elerice won "Manager of the
year" hmors in the Glass A Big
State League, has been signed
to manage the Pirates farm club
at Linc.dn, Neb., in the Class A
Western League. Basgall played
second base for the Pirates in
1948, 1J49 and 1951.
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SOVIETS LAUNCH
WORID'S FI155
ATOM POWERED
SURFACE SHIP,
AN ICE BREAKER,
IN LENINGRAD

LONDON TRAIN
COLLISION
KILLS SCORES
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by Ra•bara Vas Dome

ABBIE an' SLATS
HEY- SOMEBOOY ANSWER
DOOR HUMPH — GUESS
NOBODY'S HOME EXCEPT
ME

Y-Youg

YES, Mil,

THAT

A GOOD, JUICY
HORROR MOVIE LL
GET YOUR MIND OFF
YOUR OWN TROUBLES
AUNT ABBIE:

!ILL BE A
RELIEF-WATCHIN
SOME OTHER
BODY BEING
SCARED;
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UL' ABNER
MIND IF ITR4ON
THIS OUTFIT
YWRS,HONEY?
READ PAPERS
EVEN OUT HERE IT MIGHTMAKEA
cumpLANsulTIN,
"IA KNOW?!

"ALMON YU%
larlr,- THEY

??— GOODNIISS!!.

WRY TH iNG
WEA
IS RED!!

RED.
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E RE GOING TO MURRAY
TO DO OUR

!DUMAS SHOPPI
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SILVER DOLLARS
Will Be Given Away
December 16th

CHRISTMAS

PARADE

F

•
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HEY KIDS
SEE REAL LIVE RAINDEER DRIVEN
BY SANTA CLAUS IN MURRAY, KY.,
AT THE BIG
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50 SILVER DOLLARS

MONDAY AFTERNOON
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DEC. 16,57 at 4 PAL

1 0a.m:-2p.m.-5p.m.
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STORES WILL BE
All you have to do is stop by the stores

OPEN
Til 8 P.M.

which are featured in this Christmas shop-

"

ping guide and pick up your free tickets.
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OBLIGATION

SAT. DEC. 14th.
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TO BUY

Tues,DEC. 2404
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Shop in Murray where you can obtain all standard brand names and
popular priced merchandise! Shop in the cleanest town in Western Ky.
ith all paved streets, modern a nd efficient water, sewerage. electricity and natural gas.
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SHOP IN A TOWN WHERE THE POPULATI ON HAS TRIPLED IN THE PAST.15 YEARS!
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YOU CAN BUY IT IN MIMRA „
SRN IN MURRAY AND SAVE.
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SHOP IN MURRAY
where the clerks are
courteous and welltrained and will be

Sou
and
with
32. T,
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happy to help you
with your selections.
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